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An exact analysis is presented to obtain the physical
properties of free Schrodinger and Dirac electron gases in
uniform magnetic fields of arbitrary strength at T = 0° K.
[s] 1JThe newly defined functions, A (s) = Z (s-n) , for yw o1 1 3
~ ~ 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' are emPl°Yeĉ  to obtain the total energies,
pressures, Fermi energies, magnetizations, susceptibilities,
and their singularities as functions of B. In both
theories, Schrodinger and Dirac, it is shown that the spin
susceptibility xg maY be decomposed into two parts, xs]_
and xs2 ' wbere xs 2 ;’-s oscillatory and purely diamagnetic
in all field strength B. A graphical method of finding
the Fermi energy e (B) for a given value of B is obtained.n
The system is shown to become an effectively one­
dimensional electron gas in a field B greater than B =
T
(2nn)2^3, where n = 1.181xl0-10 CGS and n is the electronic
density. The Schrodinger case is extended to the Bloch
electrons on the ellipsoidal constant energy surface. The
Dirac case is applied to a white dwarf in an external
magnetic field and there we prove that white dwarfs can not
2/3be formed in an externa], magnetic field if B > (2rmQ) ,
where n is the central number density of the itinerant o
electrons.
PART II
The general path equation of interior sound waves and 
exterior light waves is derived. It is shown explicitly 
that the sound path deflects towards stronger gravitational 
fields and is expected to deflect less in the medium with 




EXACT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTRON GASES 




The purpose of Part I is two-fold:
1. To obtain in a unified way the exact formulations 
of the physical properties of the non-interacting
Schrddinger and Dirac electron gases at T = 0° K for an 
arbitrary strength of the magnetic field B. We are 
primarily interested in the magnetic properties.
2. To show explicitly the nature of the approximations 
inherent in the existing formulae.
The magnetic properties of the free electron gas in a
uniform magnetic field were studied by various authors 
1 2since Landau ' obtained the energy eigenvalues and states
3in 1930. Peierls gave the first theoretical interpreta­
tion of the de Haas-van Alphen effect, although his
mathematical discussion was not complete. Later,
4 5Sondheimer et al. and Wilson derived fairly accurate
formulations valid at low temperatures and in the weak
field limit. However, it should be noticed that these are
in no way rigorously exact at both non-zero and zero
temperatures. Here it is our main purpose and interest
to obtain the exact formulae at T = 0° K.
The crucial tool for our exact analysis is the newly
defined function A t (s) discussed in Appendix A. This1“
function enables us to handle the oscillatory singularities
3
in the density of states and various cusps occurring in
the thermodynamic functions due to the nature of the T = 0
case. These are the main features in the zero-temperature
formalisms. We find the exact dependence of the Fermi
energy on B and this is taken into account when the total
energy is differentiated with respect to B to derive the
magnetization. Here we point out that all the existing
5 6formulas neglect this part. ' Consequently these formulas
00 s»n(27rn sp - t t / 4 ) 
contain the oscillatory terms I    , where-
1 n oo cos(2un Sp ~ ^/4)as the present theory contains the term I ---- =-7̂ ------- ,
1 n /z
instead (see Eqs. (2.141) and (2.14")). The cusps in the 
function allows us to determine the exact formulas
for the field strength B corresponding to the (KH-1)'th 
Landau level, as in Eq. (2.4), whereas the singularities 
in the function offers a way to derive the dis­
continuities occurring in the susceptibilities defined by 
3M
X - tb- • 0ur unified way of dealing with an arbitrary 
field strength also leads to the ultra-strong field case 
in which all electrons occupy the 1st Landau level and the 
system becomes an effectively one-dimensional electron gas. 
We also prove that the power series expansions of the 
thermodynamic quantities, as functions of the field strength 
B, do not exist due to the singular factor Xt^O) •
Chapter III we investigate the magnetic properties of the 
Dirac electron gas using similar techniques as in the 
Schrodinger gas. There we transform the E-spectrum into
4
the T-spectrum. The resulting formulas resemble the
Schrodinger case, namely T = -a- (E+2mc^) . in Dirac
2mc ____
theory the function E_^^2 â 's) = */l+at PlaYs
the role comparable to the function (s) in the Schrodinger
theory. We discuss the ultra-strong and zero field limits
as in the Schrodinger case. Finally, we take the NR (non-
relativistic) limit and Insure that all the expressions
reduce to those of the Schrodinger theory. The Dirac
theory is then applied to a white dwarf in an external
magnetic field and we prove a theorem stating that white
dwarfs can not be formed in an external magnetic field B 
2/3if B >_ (2nnQ) ' , where nQ is the central electronic
density.
Finally, the present technique is applied to a Bloch 
electron gas in opposing electric and magnetic fields at 
T = 0° K and we obtain the surface magnetic properties in 
the weak magnetic field limit. There we show that 
susceptibilities do not possess discontinuities even at 
T = 0° K. This is due to the nature of the bound states 
and the non-existence of free particle behavior, unlike 
the case of a system with magnetic field alone.
CHAPTER IX 
THE SCHRODINGER ELECTRON GAS
We consider here a non-interacting electron gas in a 
magnetic field B along the z-axis. The normalized wave 
function of an electron is^-
K  v k (X) = C ~TT>— 7T  ]1/2 H [ct(x+x )]' y ' z ~ T 72 2 n! n °
- j a2 (x+x )2 
e exp(ikyy+ikzz) ,
where the gauge A = (0,Bx,0) is used and Hn is the Hermite
2polynomial of order n, a = mu c/K , xq = cJrfky/eB, and uc =
eB/mc, the cyclotron frequency. We use periodic boundary
conditions along the y and z directions in the crystal
volume V = L,L„L0. Then k and k are quantized as 1 2 3 y z
follows.
k = ~  n , n = 0,+l,+2 k = ~  n n „  = 0,+l,+2y L, y y — — z L-j z' z — —
The energy eigenvalues are
}i2k 2
En Ckz„) = (n + i)>fUo + + (JMqB . (2.1)
which has the degeneracy g = 2eBL^L2/hc. Here yQ is the
6
Bohr magneton e)i/2mc, and o = +1 for spin-up or spin-down. 
Now we notice that the total number of quantum states below 
or equal to the energy value E will be
N(E) „ ZeBV U mj.1/2 ” {E_ (n + 1, 1/2 ,
ch o * c
E 1in which [] should read [r̂ ---^], using the Gauss symbol.
c
This is easily derived by noticing that the range of xQ is 
-L^y^2 < XQ 5. L|/2- The density of states then becomes
D(s) = H  = eB(2m)1/2V ” {E. (n + 1 , ^ , - 1/2 .
ch o
Introducing a new dimensionless parameter s defined by 
E Xs = Y / we finally arrive at
c
N(E) = 2>4o)c A A1^2 (s ) and D(E) = AA_1^2 (s), (2.2)
where
A - eBV (2m_jl/2
,2 v#a> ' h e  ' c
A. Exact Fermi Energy ep(B)
We now observe that the number of spin-up electrons 
is given by
rep fSF"1
= I, B *  /2 D(B''»>ldE = ^ 1  A-l/2(S)dSo c o
7
For spin-down electrons we have
I
SF
D(E+poB)dE = Ajrfw c I A-1/2{S ) ds
“ »J0B+J4a>c/2 o
where s„ = ê/Jrta) . Then the condition N = N +N, givesX X C T t
the equation
A1/2(V  = I SF/2 + I"3'372 9 (2.3)
where Eqs. (A.1.2) have been used. Here, n = (■n^c^lA'*/2e^Y^
1.181x10 -10 in cgs units, and n is the electronic
density. Eq. (2.3) can be solved graphically to yield Sp
and therefore e„(=Moj s„) for given values of n and B. ThisJb C x
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We now define B^ as the field strength corresponding
to s„ = k+1. In other words, if B. <B<B. ,, then k<s_<k+l;F k — k-1 — F
therefore, we readily obtain the following by inspecting 
Figs. 1 and 2:
B < B < o© o 0 < s., < 1 F Bq = (2nn)2/3 ;
B1 < B _< Bq , 1 <_ sF < 2 B
(2.4)
o
Bk < B - Ek~3 ' k - SF < k+1 '
2nn i2/3’ n'/o — ̂ T'\'~ “ J J
2+2 (2) 7 ̂ +. . . +2k"'/ *' + (k+1) ~7/
Furthermore we notice tha-
(i) if 0 < sp < I, then = SF ^  an<̂  Eĉ * (2*2)
gives Ep(B) = 8n n 'y0/B^ ;
(ii) if I < sF < 2, then A1//2 ŜF̂  = (sf-1)1//2
and we obtain
{ 8Sp - — ■ -- (rmB_3/ 2) 2+2nnB 3^2 (2sp-l)+1)
4 Sp(Sp-l) , (2.5)
which yields a unique solution in this interval of sp .
In principle, this method can be extended to yield the 
equations for sp of higher values.
22 -3Figure 2 shows sp as a function of B for n = 10 cm ' . 
s_ has cusps at s^=k, k=1.2..., due to cusps of the functionJb j.1
at the same points. The Fermi energy ep(B) as 
a function of B is shewn in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 shows this 
Fermi energy as a function of sp parameter, which shovTs
9
diminishing ripples as B decreases and cusps at B=Bjr_^
or s=k.F
The occurrence of cusps in the functions s„(B) andr
£p(B) is easily seen as follows. Differentiating Eq.
(2.3) with respect to B we obtain
-5/2 1/2ds 6n nB ' s'
-jg =  T72 ^  * (2.6)
l-2sF A-i/2^sF̂
This function is singular due to the presence of the 
singular function the denominator. Therefore
the function Sp(B) is continuous but has cusps at sF=k.
A similar argument applies to the function e-p(B). We 
first observe that
deF (B) _ ,SF „ dsF ,
dB ^“c B dB '
which is a singular function. For similar reasons £p(B) 
is continuous but has cusps at Sp=k, where k = 1,2,... .
Before we discuss the susceptibilities in the next 
section, we note the formulas
. ,1 » 3/2 . ,1 ,3/2 , 1  x 3/2 _ k1/2+(k+1)1/2
A(^  = ^  ' (v r ! — ^ —
or equivalently
10
AC1 ,  . C2.7)
k
However, for large k, k ^ 2+ (k+1) = 2 (k+i-) . Then
setting = k + y and dropping the index k we also arrive
1 3  2 / 3at A (—) = (y nn) ' for the small B, or large sp limit.
Formula (2.18) given in Section D has been used in this
limit.
B. Susceptibilities
From the previous expressions of N-j. and we obtain 
the magnetization due to spins as
Ms = U0 CN+-Nt) - AM«.C M0 | A_1/2 Cs)as
SP_1. % £  BV 2  s1/2 , (2.8)2nn F
SF
where the shift property of E(̂ ' {A.l) ^as been used,
The spin susceptibility is then given by
3M /0 y N „3/2 ds_
xa = 9B" = TruT” (BsF) + Tnn ~JJ2 ^dB-5 * (2,9)
F
Using Eg. (2.6) we finally obtain
11
3V *
4 nn (Bs f )
i/'2 _ 3 ^oK
B 2sj|/2A_]y 2 (sp) -1 = X£sl+xs2*
(2.9 ')
It is easily seen that the oscillatory nature of xs 
(ultimately xt as shown later) is entirely due to the 
factor dSp/dB in xs2 since this term contains the singular
function t îe density states. The oscillating
1/2 -1factor {2s^/ Xn dsp//dB is shown in Fig* 5.
Here xs  ̂ and are a^waYs positive in all field
strengths B; therefore, we see that xc maY t>e decomposed 
into two parts, x i and X om Later it is shown that xco ““ Si SZ S 6
-XS1' Xs = 0 for 0<sp<l and
Xgi J XD /<>t2> '---  “ 2 xo' <Xs> ' ' XD 'S1 B=0  ̂ P B=0 P B=0 P
and
xs2 ” xsl 'B>B sx— T
where x Pa^li spin susceptibility given by
o 3 - 2/3Xp = j and the sYmbo1 <> is defined in
Section D. Using the formulas (A.4) and (2.4) we obtain 
the discontinuities in xs ŝF̂  Eĉ * (2.9) as
12
W - ^ o o
3yQN [l+21//2+...+(k-1) 1/2+ k1//2]2//3
4 (nn) 2/3ki/2 [l+2“1//2+.. .+(k-l) "1/2+ j k"1//2] ,
(2.10)
where xc(k.) = lim Xc-(k+e) and k is a positive integer.
— £->0
Fig. 6 shows x / Xa1/ and x 9 as functions of s_ for n = S S X S fa r
Next we consider the total22 -310 cm in units of x
energy, magnetization, and susceptibility.
The total energy E of the non-interacting electron 
gas at T = 0°K may be written as Efc = E^+E+, where
Et -
u0B+#a)c/2








ED (E+yQB) dE = A(Jrfu>c > J *-1/2<s ) ds
y0B+#wc/2 o
This gives the total energy as
^oN „5/2E. = Bt nn F(sf) , (2.11)
where F (sF) is given by F(sF) = 2sf a1//2(sf) -




_ i!!o b5/2 3V y2 3n 3n iZA3/2 lSF> s 3/ h  ,
(2.12)
where the formula
F _ 4nB 3/2 .
dn  ----- ^ l / 2‘ (2*13)
-l/2_t,F
derived from Eq. (2.3) has been used. The total magnetiza­
tion M. is obtained in terms of F(s_) as t F
Mt - - ^  b V 2 f (s , - ^  b 5/2 || .nn f  nn dB
However, it is easily observed that
dsdF dF F.
dB 1 ds„ dB } F
_ „ -5/2
-jnn ap '
which finally gives and x t ^ ^ t ^ 36  ̂ as
Mt = I  ^  b V 2  (2A3/2(sF>-S|/2j-2«oN SF ' <2-14>
*t ■ 3"oN air + I ^  b V 2  <2*3/<2 (sF>-s!/2i • (2-15)
It is not difficult to realize that the oscillatory nature 
of Xt again entirely from the factor dSp/dB in the first 
term of Eq. (2.15). Next we derive an alternative
representation of the function by obtaining Et
4using the method of Sondheimer and Wilson. The total 
energy may be written as^
Et = NeF_Z(eF) '
where
z ( E p)  =  KUcV (  »  , 3 / 2
c+i
c-i
e-5/2  e E8
coth de
and where the contour of integration is shown in Ref. 6 
By means of the formula©
2P




2iri• f Z’v eZt dZ = tv_1/r(v) ,
-c .
we finally arrive at






- - H T F  s  s7T  ] ' C2.ll')
16^ y2 1 n '
where B is the Bernoulli number. Eq. (2.11') reduces to n
5 6the existing formulas ' when the third term in the [ )
is neglected in the limit of sf>>1 (or eF>>Jrftoc) , namely
the weak field limit.
Here we point out that the existing formulas^
for non-zero temperatures, namely the free enrgy F and the
3Ftotal number of particles N (= t̂ ) , involve the approxima­
tions <<y and KT<<y. The first approximation is
0employed when the hyperbolic function is expanded in a
power series whereas the second one is due to the replace-
u 3 Fment of - by -oo. For the case of M, (= - — ) one x\l u o J3
fxirther approximation is involved, — ■ = 0. This will be 
demonstrated explicitly in the later discussion of this 
quantity. Comparing Eq. (2.11) with Eq. (2.11’) yields
A3/2(S) = | SV 2  + 1 s3/2 + 1 gl/2 + 3£7
„ ________ ^2P_________  _ 3 y cos (2TrnS-ir/4)
P=2 (2P) !T (7/2-2P) s2P”5^  8/2u2 1 n ^2
(2.16)
Now we demonstrate that Eq. (2.16) is an approxima­
tion generally valid for S>>1. Using the Poisson summation 
formula^
16
n 2 « f n 2 +1 „ .





A3/2(s) = Z C-)n e 2"in(s+1''21
<s>-l/2
e-2irint flt _ " (_,n e2*in (s+1/2) x (n<s) (
where
n 2 , lx 5/2 2 .  ̂1.5/2n=0; -=■ (s+T) ' - T |<s>-7 |
I(n,s) =
n^O; e-2’in(s+1/2> [
3/ Z $  (s4,3/2
o 2 28 rr n 2 it in
— -̂5—5- (2in) erf ( /2 irin (s+i) )
16 TT Xi
[ 2 irin 2 irin
+ — (2in)1/2 erf ( -irin( 
16 it n if < s »  ?
2 7rin(^-<s>) 3 v4~<S>
e 2 [ — 2— ^ ---  ]2 2 
8 it n 2 Trin





fZ 2erf (Z) = ~  \ e**t dt ,
Mr J0
the error function. Here we used the formula
x3/2 e-2rriPx dx = 2 ^ 2 ^  + ^ i P e
0
* 2p2 “ 2ttiP 3 ~ 2 2 {2lP) ^ erf (/2iriPe) ,8tt P 16tt P
If s >> 1  the terms involving |<s>- 2| may be neglected. 
Then we use the asymptotic expansion of the error function 
erf(Z), namely
erf (Z) — —  1 - z t - ^ v - n i . .
|z|large z/rr v=0 (4Z ) (v-1) 1
Finally we arrive at
A r o  - 2 ( * + h 5 / 2  -  i -  rs + M / 2 -  2  z 3/2( ) 5 (S 2} 16 (S 2} 8 ±
B 2k [24k'"1“ 1] [8k" 7] 1
_4k-3 , , 1. 4k-5/2 ,8 (st-j) ' (4k-4) ! (4k) !
3 T cos (27rns-Tr/4) 
n5'2
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2 5/2 1 3/2 1 1/2 1^ + i- sJ/* + ~ s +  i ™
5 2 8 64 . 30. s
3 „ cos (27rns-ir/4)
”  ' ~ o 2 /Ti 5/28tt /2 1 n '
gThis is the expression obtained by Dingle. Now returning 
to our previous expansion Eq. (2.16), we notice that this 
also gives the same .leading terms as the above expansion. 
Consequently we realize that the method leading to Eq.
(2.16) does not render the exact expression of h^/2^S  ̂
since we assumed 3 = is finite rather than infinite 
during the derivation. Therefore Eq. (2.16) is valid for 
s>>l. Here we adopt the expansion Eq. (2.16) for further 
discussions.
By the use of Eq. (2.16) the earlier is now 
expressed as
B2P
(2P) ! r (7/2-2P) s f  5^  4/2 TT2 1
cos (2^nsF- t/4)
n572
)- 2noNSp ( 2 . 1 4 ' )
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However, Eq. (2.14*) can not be compared with the existing 
formulas in the T = 0°K limit since the latter did not take 
account of the B dependence of eF when the free energy
5 6was differentiated with respect to B in arriving at M^. r 
Nevertheless we can obtain the approximate expression for 
Mt and show that this reduces to the existing formula at 
T = 0°K as follows. Using the formula Eq. (2.21),
,3 ,2/3
(2 nn) _ k
B " a
as derived in Section D, we write Eq. (2.11 •) as
_ _  r V16(2u0)5/2B5/2
Et 2NVqK -    ,— j,
r,KX5/2 , 5 fK 15 “ cos (27rnk/B-'!r/4)T
“ b 1 T 7 2  J -
Now =—9E^_/3B becomes
16V(2y )5/2B3/2m3/2 5 ___  15sF »
M = ----| / £ T  ±  Z
1 5 / tt(2 ttH  ) X 8ir/2 1
Sin(2irnSp-ir/4) 75 ® cos (27rnsF—ir/4)
_ £ . _________ J #
n^  32tt2/2 1 n5//2
The last term is safely neglected, since we have used 
ep(0) instead of eF (B) in the present argument, i.e., 
sF>>1 in Eq. (2.21). Therefore we obtain
20
4NV^''2m3'/2B3/2  . 3s_ “ sin(2itns_-iT/4)
Mt = --- — f l ------  I >''sF ----£ £ ------XT>-----  13nir ft tt/7 1 n '
(2.14")
qThis is the same as the result obtained by O'Connell in 
his discussion of the magnetic white dwarf. His b is 
equal to our 2irSp.
Now differentiating Eq. (2.16) yields
2 „3/2 , 1 „l/2 , 1  , /7 "
1/2 = 3  S + 2 S 24s^7^ 2_ P=2
_______ B2P_____________ 1 “ sn(2Trns--n-/4)
(2P) J r (5/2-2P) s2P”3/2 2/27 1 n3/̂ 2
(2.17)
Combining this Eq. (2.17) with Eq. (2.8) yields
H = B 3/2V . 2 s3/2 + /£ - B 2P____________
n 3 F 2 1 (2P)!r(5/2-2P)s2P 3/2
1 <*> sin(2Trns -tt/4)
+ —  E ---- * 7 ^ ----- ] . (2 .18)
2/27 1 n
9This was also obtained by O'Connell with the second term 
neglected in the limit of sp>>l (or eF>>Kwc)• A similar 
expression to our Eq. (2.17) also appears in the work by 
Gail et al.^ TheiT expression now appears to be a poor 
approximation. Furthermore, their formulations use as the
21
Fermi energy ^̂ ,(0) for the study of the electron gas in 
magnetic fields. xt as a function of sf has the following 
discontinuity at Sp = k:
9voN[1+21/2+...+(k-l)1/2+|k1/2]5/3 
Xt (k+) XfcC ") (nn) 2/3 [1+21/2+ .. .+ (k-1) ~1/'2+jk~1/2]
(2.19)
Fig. 7 shows pressure as a function of Sp. The three 
susceptibilities xtr Xsr and XQrb are shown in Fig. 8 in 
unit of Xp/ which confirms the discontinuities given by 
Eq. (2.19) .
C. Ultra-Strong Field Limit
We first prove the following theorem.
THEOREM: The minimum field strength B., in which" Y
all the spins of the non-interacting 
electron gas are down, is given by = 
(2nn)2/3.
(Proof) If B>B+ then N^=N and Ms=yoN. However, Mg =
B3/̂ 2 s3/2; therefore, we obtain s3/ 2 = 2Tin B ^/2^2yn F F
Combining this with Eq. (2.3) we arrive at -̂1/2 ̂ SF̂  = SF^
which is possible if and only if 0<Sp<l. Consequently we
2/3have proved that B+=BQ=(2rin)
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11 22 8 For a metallic density Cn-10 ), . 10 Gauss, and
12 17 5for a semimetallic density (n «. 10 }, B+ „ 10 Gauss.
Now we focus on the values of B such that B>B where s^ iso F
9 2-3less than unity. Then from Eq. (2.3) we know ŝ , = 4n n B 
and the subsequent expressions become extremely simple and 
can be obtained trivially as follows.
(i) N = N+, Et = E+ = (|)yon2n2NB"2, and Mg = yQN
(ii) P(B) = 16yQn2n3/3B2
(iii) xsl = 3yQN/2B = -xs2 ' Xs = 0
... 16 „ 2 2 -3(iv) Mfc = —  yQNn n B
(v) xt = -16yoNn2n2B~4 (2.20)
The Fermi energy in this limit was obtained from Eq. (2.5)
-2and shown to be proportional to B . However, this can be 
obtained in another way using the above theorem. If B>B 
then the single particle energy spectrum becomes one­
dimensional and E0 (k-1) = #2k2/2m. Therefore it followsz z
_ Ji2 nuch. 2 _ 2iT4K4c2n2 1_ 
eF - 2m 2m eB ~ me2 B2
ana
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p - p - -eBLlL2- ^  ^  „ 2 2„-2t + ( he * 2 7T I 2m z 3 Mo n n '
~kF
which is equal to y e^N for the one-dimensional gas. This 
reduction of the three-dimensional electron gas to the 
one-dimensional gas is an important consequence of the 
ultra-strong field limit. All these results were exhibited 
in the preceeding figures in the interval 0<sF <l.
D. Zero Field Limit
First we investigate the possibility of expanding the 
functions Et (B), P(B), M^CB), and Xt-(B) as Power series in 
B. Suppose we write
E" (0) -
Et (B) = Et (0) + E£(0) B + -yj B + ...
= Et {0) - Mt (0)B - ~ xt ^°)B2 H- ••• •
Then we know that M^CO) = 0 and x^®) does not exist due
to the factor of ds_/dB in it (see Eq. (2.6)). Therefore,
£
the power series does not exist for Et (B). The same 
arguments apply both to Mt (B) and P(B) also.
Mt (B) = Mt (0) + xt 0̂) B +
and
24
P (B) = P(0) + P' (0) B + ... ,
where P* (0) is not defined because of the factor dsF/dB. 
Therefore we should talk about the zero field limit only 
in the T = 0°K formalisms.
To obtain s„ as a function of B in the zero field 
limit we set
- /_ £F (B)v ^ eF {0) _ ,3 ,2/3 1
F ' J4a>c ' B=0 ">iuc ' 2 nn) B ' C2.21)
where
eF (0) = 2yQ (| nn)2/3
Fig. 9 shows the qualitative behavior of sF as a function 
of B in both ultra-strong and weak field limits (an 
equivalent graph to Fig. 9 is found in Ref. 13).
The Eq. (2.21) now enables us to calculate xc (0) aso3Xs  ̂/— -jxp where the Pauli spin susceptibility xp was 
B=0 3 3 _ ?/3
given by Xp = J V‘0N ^  nn* * Although xs2 0̂  ̂ and Xt '°)
are not well defined due to the factor dsF/aB in it, we
may obtain their average values on the B scale within a
unit interval of sF in the zero field limit as follows.
First we write the asymptotic forms of the two functions
Ai/2 (s) and A3/2 ŝ) us;i-ng the Euler-Maclaurin [EM] formula
(see Chapter V for its definition);
25
A (S)   — ^ | SV 2 + i- s1//2 + s”1/2 + 0(s"5/2)
large s * *
(2.22)
*3/2<»> ~  1 3 ^ , 1 3 3 / 2 , 1 3 1 / 2 ^ ^ 3 / 2 ,  f
' large s
(2.23)
which could have been written directly from Eqs. (2.16, 
2.17). Now we define
B.
1 f k<X4./^o\> - lim ^ -b^ *
sio At<s 2 ) ‘ w i  J„ t<s2)
We then calculate
Bk-i
XT k-f* 1 O / OycN r b 3/2
m  <Xs2> " M  Jk ^ 7 2 dSF
MqN  rk+1‘oK f
"  ' f W  JB-0 A(Bk-Bk-l> k /s; (A1/2 - i Zip
Using Eqs. (2.21, 2.22), we arrive at lim<xs2> = Xp'
B-»-0
Next we calculate <xt > as follows.
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<xt> =
P CN k+1 5 (2A3/2- s r3/2) (1-2 > ^ A _ 1/2) +36 ̂ T ( A & r |  2






d s  =  - 6 0 { 1 - [ | ] £ + 1 } +  36,
where
f(s) = 2 a 3/2- s 3/2 and f'(s) = f§ = 3 ^i/2~ I  ^  '
Consequently we arrive at
u N 2A-,(k) + (k+1)
°____ r-c-Lcr___ 3/2
3/2
<xt> =  r  { - 6 + 5  [  ■- - - - Y~ m_ __k  k - 1  A 1 / 2 ( k ) +  j / E + T
_ 2A3/2(k)-k3/2 j} ^
a1/2 (k)“ y
This formula is exact. Now we employ Eqs. (2.21), (2.22), 
and (2.2 3) to obtain the zero field limit as
yoN r3,4k , 4 , 1  3 xlim<Xl_> = o7-b ■—b---T {“6+5 [•=•(=—  + -c + ft------B-0 k k-1 2 5 5 51c 10k2
3 4k 1_. . _ 2
2 (5 5k  ̂ 3 XP *
Collecting the results obtained so far, we now
write
which in turn yields <y K> - 4 xp in this T = 0°K
B=0 J
formalism.
However, it should be noticed that our system is 
somewhat non-physical since all the formulations started 
from the unattainable temperature T = 0°K. To be more 
physical we may start our formulations at the non-zero 
temperatures and approach T = 0°K afterwards. In this 
latter case no discontinuities occur in any of the fore­
going functions. Here we^ recall the well-known formulas 
as below:
* 2
4m wo 2 ,1/3 ,, m2 _ 2Xt = — ~2~ <3* n) (1 - — *2>V I Xt - 3 Xp- Xs -h 3m
and
xorb ~ 3 XP
*in case of m =m. Here we observe that 
M dM.
Xt 5 2i? IT - air !b=o = *tl°l •B-*-u
Unlike the case of the T = 0°K formalism, the above case 
does not require the averaging procedure, since all the
functions are smooth due to the Fermi-Dirac factor, 
Finally we note the transition from
<X S1> B=0 3 xsl B>B+
as B increases.
CHAPTER III 
THE DIRAC ELECTRON GAS
Although the exact solution of the Dirac electron in
a uniform magnetic field has been known for nearly four^
decades, the magnetic properties of a Dirac electron gas
has not been throughly investigated. More recently 
19Canuto et al. studied the equation of state for this 
system at non-zero temperatures; however, their formulas 
are far from being exact due to the mathematical complica­
tions introduced by non-zero temperatures and their 
ignoring the B dependence of the Fermi energy eF (B) 
entirely. The exact magnetic properties of the non­
interacting Dirac electron gas can be derived at T = 0°K 
using the techniques developed in Chapter II for the 
Schrddinger gas.
Denoting the mechanical momentum by it, we write 
ir = P + eA/c, where A = (- ijp , p- , 0) and B = (0,0,B) . 
This gives
*+ = *x ± iiy = - ^ [ f x  ±  1 fy + p- (x±iy) ] '
"z " -1^ Tz '
where
30
Now the Hamiltonian reads
2H = ca*Tr + gmc
where
a = ir4y = ( 5 ' o  ̂ ' 6 = y4 + * 0 -1 * *
Now we notice that
[H,a°] = 0 ,
where
and
o o°*B Q ctt 20
°3 = T b T  ' 1 = P3? + ^ 2  <’l<1+‘,3) '
Here
/0 /0 . 1 0 , 
P1 0̂  ' P2 i 0  ̂ f a 3 * 0 - 1
This quantity o° is the spin component along the 
direction of B field and is the only component which 
commutes with the Hamiltonian H; i.e., it is a constant 
of motion. Therefore we construct the simultaneous 


















HU „ = E U and cr_U = aU . Here a = +1 are the spin ncr no no j no no —
components along the direction of the B field. The 
eigenfunctions are given by
<En++mc )*n
u . = G J n+ ^
and
cji k <()' z Yn
e(n+1)1/2 pn+l
°n+ - G<
where G = [2E
(E , +mc ) <f> n+ n
1/2en n-l
-c)l k d>\z Yn
(E +mc2) ]na na , e = 2ce)>iB, and
\e -  2 lT  
Z L n (n^ = 0,+l,+2...). The energy eigenvalues areZ  da " *
M
given by
E„ (k0) = (m2c4+c2)l2kftf-2 (n+i}+i e2a)1/2 .Jno 2
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More specifically,
EntCkz) = (m2°4 + *2*2kz + e2 (n+1)l1/2 *
En+(kz) = [m2c4 + c2tf2k2 + e2n]1/2 , n = 0,1 ,2,....
The function <j> (r) can be written in two different n ~
coordinate frames, Cartesian and cylindrical, as below.
(i) Cartesian coordinates:
*n,a(x'y 'z) = V n (T >  exp(ikzz) exp(iy 2=5|)
z A
r (x-a) 2 1 exp [-------   ] ,
2AZ
where x <J> = a<f> , a = p c/eB, and (x ,y ) is theU u; d XI / d ' U U
coordinate of the orbit center.
(ii) Cylindrical coordinates:
<f> „(r, <J>,z) = N l/(p)p^n exp(- %)n, £ ' n n  ^ 2
exp(ik z) exp [i (n-£) <i> ] , z
where
Nn = ("i)n {T  L3a»n!]“1/2, p = y2/2X2, £ = 0,1,2,...,
y*<P „ = X/2£+l <ji and y2 = x2 + y2 .’orn,£ yn,£ 'o o ■'o
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The solution (i) is degenerate with respect to a uniform 
distribution of circular orbits with the same energy whose 
center lies on the line x=a. This corresponds to the 
classical limit that the axes of the helical orbits of the 
electron may lie anywhere on the line x=a. The wave- 
function (ii) is degenerate with respect to a distribu­
tion of orbits whose centers lie on the circle of radius
y =X/2£+l. o
2Now we subtract the rest mass energy me from E (k )ncr z
and write











which is just equal to En (kz,a) in the Schrodinger case. 
Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as
En a (kz> = "1C < • + 2 - 11me
2T (k )na z (3.4)
First we notice that
from Eq. (3.4)
NR limit
Since the functions E = E (T ) or T = T (E ) arena na na na na na
single-valued, we see that N(E) = N(T) and g„ = g_,Xj 1
where N(E) [or N(T)] is the total number of quantum states 
whose eigenvalues E (or T •) are below or equal to 
E (or T) and gE (or gT) is the degeneracy in the E (or T) 
spectrum. As in the case of the Schrodinger theory we 
easily obtain
N(T> = 2£BV(2m) 
ch
where




N (E) = N (T) = 2#U)C A Al/a(s) ,
D(T) = A A_1/2(s)•
Finally the density of states D(E) is given by
DIE) = SjISJ. = ffiT). dT = D(T) (T + _
me
(3.5)
We here stress that all the subsequent formulations are 
stated always in the rest frame of the thermodynamic 
system itself.
In Appendix B, we derive Onsager's flux quantization 
using the present Dirac theory.
A. Exact Relativistic Fermi Energy e f (B)
Since a? is a constant of motion, N and N, will alsoJ T +
be constants of motion. These are given by
36
s -1
r F FN + = J D(T-yQB)dT = Ah/«c j A_1/2 (s)ds ,
yQB+J<a)c/2 0
ftp fSpN + = J D(T+yQB)dT = Ajrfu)c I A_1/2 (s)ds ,
“ yoB+^ c/2
where
*"F eF 2SF — Hu and tp — 2 (£p+2mc )' c 2mc
Consequently from N = N.+N. we arrive at
T Y
A1/2(SF} = I SF/2 + TlnB~3/2 ' 0.6)
which is the same as Eq. (2.3) of the Schrodinger case. 
Fig. 10 shows sF as a function of B for n = 1028 and 1034
-3cm . However, one should notice that
2
2 \ I 2^F ^Fe = me ( V l  + — 5- - 1) = tp - -i-s- + . .. -̂-------
me 2mc NR limit
(3.7)
or equivalently
e_ = me2 ( 7 l+as„ - 1) '---- s„ , (3.7’)
F F NR limit ° F
2where a = 2>(uc/mc . Notice that tp = Cp(B)] Schrodinger. 
Therefore Eq. (3.6) determines s„ for given values of BJt
37
and n, and sp in turn gives ep (B) for those B and n through
Eq. (3.7'). Fig. 11 compares ep (B)D* ep (B)s, eF (0)D,
34 -3and ep(0)s for the electronic density n = 10 cm ,
where D and s denote Dirac and Schrodinger, respectively.
Here eF (0)s = 2y0 ^§ 2//3 and ep(0)D = me2 [ (1+x2) 1//2-l]
by Eq. (D.3) in Appendix D. As is shown there for the
higher density, the Dirac theory deviates considerably
from the Schrodinger theory since relativistic effects
become significant. We also obtain the same formulas
as Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7). Next we observe that
1/2(i) if 0 < sp < 1, then A1/2 ŜF̂  = SF and 
Eq. (3.6) gives
2 2n A O O 16^ n |J "
tp(B) = 8n n u 3”“ and ep (B)- = mc^[(l +  g— 2 >
me ‘ B
3 ’ (3.8)
1/7 1 '7(ii) if 1 < sp < 2, then h±/2 (sp) = sj'*+(Sp-1)X/* 
and we derive the same equation determining sp in this 
interval as Eq. (2.5). In principle, this method can be 
extended to yield the equations determining sp of higher 
values.
B. Susceptibilities
In Dirac theory, the transverse spin components also 
exist, but these are not constants of motion. As was
38
discussed earlier, only the longitudinal spin component is 
a constant of motion. This naturally defines the spin 
magnetization Mg as
u N
M = y (N "N ) = B3/2 Sp/2 .s o t t 2 nn F
The spin susceptibility xe follows easily.b
3MS 3yoN a / 2  . yoN B 3/2 dSF 
Xs 9B 4nn + 4nn ~T/2 dB
F
or
_ 3uoN ,1/2 3 uoN
xs 4nn sf ” 2 172 xsl ^s?s 4nn 2 B(2s|;/2A_:1/2 (sF)-l SJ-
(3.9)
These are exactly the same as those in the Schrodinger 
case. Consequently we should expect the same dis­
continuities in x„(s„) as in Formula (2.10). Next weS r
derive Et, and xt as follows. = E++E+, where
E = me2 [ (V I  + - l)D(T-ucB)dT
UqB+)1(dc/2




E+ = me2 | (>/ l+2T/mc2 - l)D(T+yQB)dT
-UoB+J<(Oc/2
= A#(oc me2 | F (/1+as - l)A_1^2(s)ds .
Now we define a new function I_.jy2 (a;s)
E_i/2 (a.» s) s J /1+at A_1^2 (t)dt .
Using the definition of the function A_^y2 (s), £_^y2(a;s) 
is expanded as
s 1
E-l/2(a;s) E /l+at A ,/0(t)dt = [ /l+at —  dt "I/2 J /t0
+  f /1+at (—  + — — ) dt
J1 St /t-1
s
... + | /1+at (—  + —
J . . St St-
+ .. . + —  ---) dt
/ / -1 t-[s]
g g M 1 ..
= J 1+at at + | y/ l+a(t+l) at
s-[s] r
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By a change of variable x = /t, these integrals are re­
written as
/s /s-1
E_^^2 (a»s) = 2{| /l+ax^ dx + | /l+a(x^+l) dx
0 0
/s-[s]
+ ... + J A+a(x^+ [s]) dx }
0
[sl r^  /-------2= 2 E /l+an+ax dx .
0 0
This is easily integrated and finally leads to
[s]
E 1/9(a;s) = E {/ (s-n) (1+as) + 1-fa—
"■L// 0 /a
[An (/a (s-n) + /1+as) - An/l+.an ] }. (3.10)
Furthermore, we find from Eq. (3.10) the expressions for
2 2 OE_i/2/3a)s and E-i/2//3a ^s aS
,3Z-1/2v 1 J1 , 1 n ----tttt— r . an-1( —  ) s - E { 2a /(s-n) (1+as) + ^372
[fcn(/a(s-n) + /T+as) - An/l+an ] , (3.11)
G
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2d ^-1/2» _ ^  r_ (l+as+3an+a^ns)/s-n 3-an 
3a2 S 0 4a2(an+l) /I+aF 4a5^2
[£n(/a(s-n) + /1+as) - i.n/1+an ] - — -iU— - } .
2a (an+1)
We further notice that the functions anc* (9S-i/2/ 3a^s
are continuous; however, the function s"]_/2̂ s  ̂ ~
2 2(3 E_^^2/ 9a )s has the discontinuity at s=k
2" /2(k.) - £■■ /2(k ) = - ^ 4ak ,,,■ - - ^ 4 # ^ ----1/2 + -1/2 - 4a (ak+1) 7 2a 7 (ak+1)
Next we obtain the following from the definition of 
®) •
“ -1/2,(— = f ^ ) a = /1+Si A.1/2(s ) (3.13)
E-1/2{0;S* = 2A1/2*S * ' E-l/2(a;0'; = 0
Z . ,.(a;s) = /iTl+asT + —  sinlT1 /as , if 0<s<l -1/2 ^
(3.14)
s-1
| /l+a(t+l) A_1^ 2 ^t)dt = s-l/2^a;s  ̂ ” ^s ̂ ltas)
—  sinh”1 /as
/I
4 o
Fig. 12 shows the functions 2_1^2 (a;s) for a = 1.5, and 10, 
Using the above formulas we obtain
E+ = Atfu^mc [S_1^2 (a;sF) - /sp (l+asp)
—  sinh”*1 /asp - 2A1^2 (sp) + 2/s~ ] ,
cl
E+ = Atfa^mc2 (a; sp) - 2A1^2 (sp)3
Therefore we arrive at
y N ,~
Et = ~  f(sp) , (3.15)
where
f<sP> = I E-l/2(a;sF> " i m B'3/2
/sp (l+asF) __3/2 3- , , ■ —  “ a sinh v as_ •a F
The pressure is then given by
3E, 4y nB/l+as^ y B ^ 2 ~P(B) . - _ t  _ _ o _  F . t| K i/2 U !Sf)
- “ /sp (l+asp) - a ~’̂ 2 sinh 1 /asp ] , (3.16)
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where the formula (2.13) has been used. The pressures
Pd (B), Ps (B), Pd (0), and Pg(0) are shown in Fig. 13 as
28 - 3functions of Sp for the electronic density n = 10 cm 
Here P„(0) = u n(i| nn) 2//3 and P~(0) is given by Eq. (D.2)S D O Z U
in Appendix D.
Now the total magnetization and susceptibility are 
given by
3 E, y _N o / o o o
Mt = - 3B^ = - B 7 '5 E-l/2 - a /V rfiV
9E . 6nn/l+as„
+ 2 sF - a B 3 / 2  < 3 - 1 7 >
- a 3/̂ 2 sinh  ̂ /asf>)j
= = 3yoN fdSF, 3y0W(l+3asF) _ 1/2
Xt 3B /I+ii"F dB aBv'TTaŝ j *n
32_i/2 3Z-l/2 3 Z-l/2[ ---1Z1 4- 6 - + 2a(---- ¥±)za 3a Sp 3a  ̂ Sp
/ir(3+4aLSrp) L- .-  — F-  ] , (3.18)
2a/l+as~F
where we used Eqs. (3.6), (3.13), and the formula
df(Sp) .   2 3z-]/2
dB = 2aB (’/sF (1+asF) “ 4z-1/2) + B (T a  ) s£
-5/2
+ |g- a"3/2 sinh-1 /ai^ +   (5-3/I+aip .
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The discontinuity of X t (Sp) at sF = k is found to be
9y N[1+^F+...+v$hT + \ v£]5/3 
xt( +} Xt{ - (nn) 2/ 3 [1+2~1/2+...+(k-1) _l/24  k-1̂ 2]
yoN l+4ak+2/a k(ak-1)(1+ak)1/2 
(nn) 2//3 2a (1+ak) 3//"2 [1+/2+. ..+/k-X + j /k]1/3
(3.19)
2 2The functions (8I_^y2/8a) g and (8 Z_1^2/8a )g are 
presented in Fig. 14, 15. However, one should notice that
4uthese functions depend solely on B since a = — =• B and
me
sF = Sp(B) for a given density n. The functions E_1^2(a;sF)
28 *5and (81 ,y^/8a) as functions of s„ for n = 10 cm“j,-1/2 Sp i
are shown in Fig. 16.
C. Ultra-Strong Field Limit
We first state the following theorem.
THEOREM The minimum field strength B+ in which all
the spins (in their rest frames) of the non­
interacting Dirac electron gas are down is
2/3given by B+ = (2nn)
The proof is the same as in the Schrodinger case.
Now we focus on the values of B such that B > B ,— o
2 2-3where sp <_ 1, and then Eq. (3.6) gives sp = 4n n B
The formulas become extremely simple and can be obtained
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trivially as
. V *  d V 2(i) N = N+ , Et = Ef = B f+(x) , and Ms = „oN,
where
f+(x) = -• [ /x (1+ax) - 2 /x + sinh 1 ,
x = sF (<l) = 4n2n2B-3 ,
4y nB   u B5//2   ,
(ii) P(B) = — -—  /1+ax -  y]2 t/ax(1+ax) + sinh”
na
/ax] ,
(iii) xsl = 3^0N/2B = ”xs2 ' xs = 0 '
V-.N -5/0   -1 _ I __(iv) M. = --- 3 ' ^ (/x(l+ax) - v • sinh /ax ) ,t ann l /1CL
2y Nx2Bly/2 16n2n2y NB(V)
^ nn/xd+ax) /l+4aift rf1 B-i
where we used formula (3.14) in obtaining f+ (x). The 
above results are also obtainable in another way. If
B > B. , then the T-spectrum becomes one-dimensional.




e (B) = me ( VI + — 2— n-9- ~ 1)B me




 -■■■■-■■ (— )he 2tt
Mo N r5/2 f , .
B f + (X) '
‘F ~ / Jdk 9
mc ( V1 + (inc£) “  1)dK
-k„
where x = 4y2n^B 3.
D. Zero Field Limit
Following the same arguments as in Section D of 
Chapter II we consider only the zero field limit. 
Setting
c„(B) .— ^  me2 ( A + a J  - 1) ,
where
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x = >i(3TT2n)1/3 F me
This is given by Eq. (D.3) in Appendix D. This in turn 
yields
2
Xp ,3 ,2/3 1 01,sp _— = (— nn) ' s- , (3.21)
B =0 2 B
which is exactly the same as Eq. (2.21) in the case of the 
Schrodinger gas. The asymptotic expansion of the function 
(a;s) in Eq. (3.10) is obtained by the use of the EM 
formula as
a-1
Z-l/2*a?s) ' ' /s(1+as) (2a + s + 2) + T T 72' large s 2a '
sinh”3- /as . (3.22)
This Eq. (3.23) readily generates
f(sp) * ~  a’5/2 [xp (l+2x2) (l+x2)1/2 - sinh”1 Xp
| x3 ] , (3.23)
( 11/2)   -- — -- [2 (as) 2 + (a-1) as + a-3]
s large s 4a /1+as





( e --   rrs- [2 (as) 3 + (a-3) (as) 2
3a s large s 8aJ(1+as)^
+ 4(a-5)as + 3a-15 ] + sinh 1 /as" .
8a
(3.25)
Using all of these formulas we finally arrive at
V ,WJ, 5/2 2 2 1/2 -1 E. (B)<-~ -----------[x (l+2xp (l+x;)x/z - sinh %
r B=0 32nu ' o
- I X3 ] , (3.26)
P(B) (™-C-\ % 2 [x_(2x2-3) (l+xF)1/2 + 3 sinh-1 x ] ,B=0 96ny3 F F F Fo
(3.27)
Mt (B)  ----0 . (3.28)
B=0
The above Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) are the same as Eqs. 
(D.l) and (D.2) in Appendix D as should be the case.
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E. Non-Relativistic Limit
We first notice that the limit — + 0 is equivalent
me
to as„-K). Therefore F
NR limit as„ -► 0 F
Eq. (3.13) gives
( veV  )a '--   ' A 1/?(sJ + 3- as A , (s )
F a NR limit 1/2 F 2 F 1/2 F
This yields
Z-l/2(a;SF} 2A1/2(SF) + asFAl/2(SF)' NR limit
| aA3/2(sp) . (3.29)
By means of formula (3.29) we write
4 1 3  / 2
f(SF* 2sFAl/2(sF) " 3 A3/2{SF) ” 3 SFNR limit ' '
(3.30)
This enables us to write
- r 5/2 . .. , _ 4 . , 1  3/2.
Jt ' r  • nn F 1/2 F 3 3/2 F 3 F ]NR limit
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which is already established by Eq. (2.11). The pressure 
P(B) in this limit is given by
P(B) = ^ B 5'2 [2A3/2Csp) - s3/2] ,
which is the same as Eq. (2.12). From Eq. (3.29) we 
derive
®^-l/2   2( «a ) ** (Sr,) “ T / T f3a F NR limit F 1/2 F 3 3/2 F
(3.31)
,2e-1/2 ^(---- y-±)   0 . (3,32)
da SF NR limit
Finally we arrive at
M s   ' |  ̂  b3/2 {2A . - s | / 2 } - 2u Nspfc NR limit 3 nn 3/2 F o F
and
F + I ^ B 1'2 (2A,,, - s3'2} ,
Xt s r z Z t  3w°N dB t 21111" i‘“3/2 ■ °p
which are just Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) as should be the 
case.
Next we obtain the ultra-strong and NR limit. By the 
use of the formula
the quantities in Eq. (3.20) are expanded in the limit of
as„ ■+ 0 as F
E = B5/2 [&(l+^x~hi2x2+. ..) - 2/x + —t ann 2 8
(/ax-^ax/ax+^^ a2x2- .. .) ]
o 2 2 .. 2.T 4 48n n y N 32y Nn no o ,
2 *  2 43B 5mc B
Mt = SSK b3/2 [•^<l+|ax-Ia2x2+--->
- —  (✓ax-^x/ax+— a^x^-...)I
✓S' 6 40
9 2 4 4 216n n p N 128n n p N o o- o " 2 5 +••• i3B 5mc B
✓a
2p nB , t o o  y B5/2P(B) = _ g _  d+^ax— x +...) - - 2 _ _ ^
na
r /—  1 /— . 3 /ax 2 2 .[/ax—g-ax/ax+— a x -...]
where the first terms in the above expansions were already 
established in the Schrodinger case, Eq. (2.20).
Finally, we also obtain the zero-field and NR limit 
for the total energy Ê . and the pressure P . Equations 
(3.26) and (3.27) are expanded in the limit of 
/asF = xp << 1 as
E. (0) = - 272 d +2Xp) (l+^XpTgXp+jg-Xpt. . .)
32nyo
^ X F " ‘6 X F + ? 0 ' X F " r r 2 X F *  * * '  “  3 X F ^
VH5 (3Tr2n)5/3 Vm5/2X7 (3TT2n)7/3
“ .n 3/2 5/2 ~  3/2 9/2 240ny m 224ny m co o
2 5/2
= 7 Z T/T~ x̂F (2xF"'i^ 1+ 2'XF"'8XF +I'6XF + '* 9 6 n y Q
+ 3 (x_-—x3+— x3— — -x7+ ) 1J 'XF 6 F 40 F 112 F ***'-
• t
cK4 (3ir2n) 4/3 _ 3tf7n4n2
= 15nl>3/V /3 56cny ̂ /^m7^2 o o
The first terms in the expansions of Et (0) and P(0) are 
the values obtained in the case of the Schrodinger gas
obtained earlier.
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION TO A WHITE DWARF IN AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In recent years it has been observed that white
21 22 23dwarfs and pulsars ' are accompanied by intense
internal^' ̂  magnetic fields of the order of 10^^ ~10^
25 .Gauss. Although this field is generated internally, it
is still interesting to study the structure of white dwarfs
in uniform external magnetic fields. This yields the
general properties and characteristics of magnetic white 
26dwarfs. Here we use formulations developed in Appendix E
for white dwarfs without magnetic fields.
A. Equation of Equilibrium
The total kinetic energy of the Dirac electron gas in 
a uniform magnetic field was given previously as
(l+as„) _"3/o _ i ___----------  -a sinh /as„) . (4.1)a i
The chemical potential [Eq. (3.71)] and the pressure 
[Eq. (3.16)] are
2 ,______





3E 4u nB   u B5/2
P (B) = - = — ?—  /1+as-, -3V a F n
[|- 2.2/2 “ ~ /sF (l+asF) - a"3//2 sinh”1 /asp]
(4.3)
Combining Eq. (4.2) with Eqs. (D.4) and (D.5), we arrive at
/l+asF + x dx /i+asp - [2A1/2(sp)-/s^] ,
Sp(l) = Sp(0) = 0 , 0 <_ x <_ 1 , (4.4)
where
b = - r 2 3/2 and sf (x) 2irGm B o
is related to n(x) by
3/2
n(x) = ~ — [A1/2 [Sp(x) ] - j /î lxTl
from Eq. (3.6). Here x = y/R, where R is the radius of
white dwarf. To see the correctness of this result we




2 2 V y = -4ttG m n o
with
u = me2 (A+xJ; - l)
as should be the case. Notice that sp is a function of r 
through n(r) in Eq. (3.6). The mass-radius relation is
r V ( R )  _ R“ c 2asp<l>
M[R1 ' - —  = --“ 2g5------ • (4-5)o o
B. Ultra-Strong External Magnetic Field
The Eq. (4.4) is very complicated as it looks. We
will not consider its general solution, but consider a
special case of B > (2nn )2//̂ , where n = n(Q). In this— o o
extreme case all spins are down throughout the interior
2  ̂ — 3of the star and 0 < sp (x) <_ 1 with sp (x) = 4n n^(x)B 
Then our Eq. (4.4) reduces to
T-J /1+aSF + I f e  /1+aSF = - f? SF ' dx b
sp (l) = sp (0) = 0 , 0 < x < 1 . (4.6a)
p --- -By a change of variable, ip (x) = ^ (l+/l+asp)x, Eq. (4.6a) 
becomes
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+ - f W * 2 - i p  = 0 - f<°) = °- ♦<!> = rRdx b
(4.6b)
The mass-radius relation reduces to
The density n(x) is expressed in terms of (x) as
bB3/2A 2-2^xR/b = _ B3/2 b3ij(x) 
2nR*^a x 2nxR3
Furthermore Eq. (D.12) gives for this extreme case
Y [R] = \ + K  (— •)2 [b2 f [<f> (x) ] 2dx - 4R2) ,
g  ̂ IT mo 4G J „
which should be compared with Eq. (D.23). Now we show that
this extreme case leads to absurd physical consequences.
The critical mass M is defined as M = M[0], the limitingo o
mass as R approaches zero. However, in this case we get 
M = 0 since lim (x) = 0. This is an absurd result.
°  R + °  -jSecondly as R->-0, y [R] and then Eq. (D.24) gives
- g R+0 2
Y,, [R] /—w" -?■ . This implies lim E , [R] < 0 which is again 
tn Rh-0 b R->0 r
absurd. Therefore we have proved the following theorem.
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THEOREM White dwarfs can not be formed in an external
2/3magnetic field if B > (2nno) ' , where nQ
is the central density of itinerant electrons.
gy 2/3In order to estimate the value of B = (2Tin )c o
we consider a white dwarf of R/R = 0.0155, M/M = 0.4,
6 3and pQ = 1.072x10 g/cm given in Table 3 of Appendix D.
Q V  1 5 .We find Bc = 1.79x10 Gauss a somewhat non-physical
value. However, there exists a famous instability theorem
by Chandrasekhar and Fermi for the magnetic stars
inaccompanying the internal magnetic field B . This 
theorem states that the star is unstable if
tEgl i J ^ f  R3 ,
-7where Eg is the self-gravitational energy and y = 4irxl0
henry/m. To find the critical magnetic field B^n of the
magnetic white dwarfs above which the stars are unstable,
we employ the expression of the self-gravitational energy
2
E given by Eq. (D.25), ]E | = y - , where y < y < j .
-in -in R /__  M/MQThis yields B as B„ = 2.60x10 vy~ -------- Gauss and if
-in in (R/VB >_ B then the magnetic white dwarf is unstable. This
gives B^n = 4.3xlO'L1 Gauss for the above white dwarf model. 
This may be compared with the earlier critical external 
field B®X = i.79xl015 Gauss.
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION
The analysis given in Chapter II for the Schrodinger 
electron gas can readily be generalized to the case of the 
Bloch electrons at T = 0°K in which the conduction band 
can be written as
2 2 2 u2 k k
E (k) = (-£ + —£  + — ) ,_ 2 m^ iu2
an ellipsoidal constant energy surface near the minimum 
point k = 0. We first observe that the wave function if»(r) 
is expandable in terms of the orthonormalized Wannier 
functions in the narrow band approximation as
iHr) = ^ > 1/2  ̂ F (R.) a (r-R.)
■* -j ^  J  "* J
with the normalization condition
f U I 2 dV - 2  E |F(R.) ] 2 = 1 .
J V  3
Here the summation is carried over N unit cells in the 
crystal volume V. It can be shown that F(r) satisfies 
the Schrodinger-like equation
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within the effective mass approximation. Setting F(r) = 
<J> (x) exp(ik^y + ikzz), then <f> (x) satisfies the equation
d2<J> . 2ml 2 1 2 _.t2, , _« + ~ (E — _ m. to x ) <p 0 fdx'2 H 2 1 c
2 2where E' = E - Jrf kz/2n>2 / x* = x + cjrfk /eB = X+X0 /
1/2<d = eB/m c , and m = (m.m,) / . This is the equation ofC C C X ib
the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass m^ and 
angular frequency w . Consequently the energy eigenvalues
read
#2k2
E (k , ct) = (n+i) Jrfw + T5-— S. + ou B n z 2 c 2m_ o
and the eigenfunction F , , (r) is the same as then , K i k »  y z
earlier wavefunction \p , , (r) for a free electron withn,K ,k _
1/2 ¥a given by (m, w /#) for the Bloch electrons, as was X c
anticipated. The same degeneracy g = 2eBL^L2/hc occurs. 
The rest of the analysis follows easily in exactly the same 
way as for free electrons at T = 0°K. Here one notices
that the constant A in the density of states should read
2 1/2 (eBV/h c) (2m_/>i(D ) . One also derives the same equationj c
4 3 3 3 1/2as Eq. (2.3) in which n is equal to (it c Jrt mc/2e m^)
Furthermore the previous theorem still holds for the Bloch
electrons at T = 0°K with this new value of ri. We state
without derivation that all the results obtained for free
electrons hold for the Bloch electrons with y
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replaced by e#/2m c together with the new parameterso
discussed. Note that
e (0) = ( ) V 3 n2/3eF^u; K8m1m2m3i
and
3e m,n .
Xp = <--- 4 T T - 2 1 V •r 64it c
For the spherical effective mass m* the results are ob- 
tained trivially since m ^ ^ m ^ m ^ m  . In Appendix C, we use 
the same techniques to study the surface magnetic properties 
of a Bloch electron gas in opposing electric and magnetic 
fields at T = 0°K.
Next we consider the system at T ^ 0°K. For these 
non-zero temperatures one can rigorously prove the non­
existence of the singularities in xt ^ue to th® smoothing 
factor n(E) = 1/(e ^ T+l) . Here one finds a powerful 
method of finding the Helmholtz free energy F of the system 
through the grand partition function E. We have
3F aMt= yN - kT log E t Mt » Xt = 3B
where
-BE (k ,a) 
log E = E g log[l+ze ]
n,kz,a




i _  2eBLlL2
p kT ' g he
6 uthe degeneracy, and z -• e *", the fugacity.
The chemical potential y(B) is to be obtained from 
the equation
N = z log E = - ~  C - ^ ) 1/2 2 (-)k k1/2 zk 
32 cj< 2ir 3 1
COth(eyQBk) .
At this stage the use of the EM formula or Poissons summa­
tion formula is better justified because there are no 
singularities anywhere, in which case one is led to the 
oscillatory term.*’ We reproduce these formulas below
(EM formula)28
N rN 1 m-1 B2
2 f (n) = I f {x) dx + j [f (0) +f (N) ] + 2
0 0 1 
[f(2n-l)(N) _ f(2n“1)(0)] + Rm (N) ,
where
B
Fm (Nl = 1 2 ^ r  tf(2m_1) (N)--f (2m"1) (0) ]
,N BOm^<X>i O ml
- L  - w r f <x! dx '
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B and B (x) are the Bernolli number and function, n n
respectively.
7;(Poisson summation formula)
n~ n~+l 0 _2 , « „ 2 2ir‘, Px
E f(n+|) = E (-)P
n, -oo ■1
f (x) e dx
n0+l n0+l
* 2 00 f 2= I f(x)dx + 2 E (-)s j f (x) cos(2irsx)dx
ni 1 ni
Finally, for the Bloch electrons at T ^ 0°K, the in­
equality u B )p* i Jiw immediately affects the value ofO M C
log 5 such that
log = = - 2SV ,Jf3 ,1/2 " (.,k k-3/2 zfc 
cjl 2* 6 X
cosh(3yoBk) 
sinh(sjrfco k/2)~
This makes any subsequent analysis somewhat involved.
We further note that the interacting electron gas (or
Bloch electrons) of the critical density nc , below which
29the system is ferromagnetic, if it exists at all,
corresponds to the noninteracting electron gas with an
2/3effective external B field of strength Bc = (2nnc) .
This is in the sense that they both have the same values
of Mg from our theorem. (In the Hartree-Fock approximation
30with unscreened Coulomb interaction,
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r = (2it/5) C9tt/4) ( 2 ^ 3+l) a where 1/n = ^ frc andS O C *3 S
21 -“3this gives nc = 9.952x10 cm as the critical density 
for the full magnetization).
31 32As regards to the Dirac Bloch '' electrons on the 
ellipsoidal conduction band, we merely state that this 
conduction band will be written as
E (k) = me2 [1 + + ~2 + “f) 11/2 " •c m^ m2 m^
Compare this with the free particle dispersion relation
E (k) = me2 (1 + ^ 4 )1/2 - me2 = / m ^ c ^ + c ^ k 2 - me2 .
c m
The Dirac spinor ^_(r) is expanded in terms of the 
orthonormalized Wannier spinors in the narrow band 
approximation as
■*s(e> = $ 1 / 2 1 p(?j)as<r?j) '
where s = 1,2,3,4 is the spinor index. The Bloch spinor
of n'th band b (r) is related to the Wannier spinor ns ~
a (r-R.) through the transformation ns „ „ 3
bns(k,r) = N-1/2 E exp(ik*Rj)ans(r-Rj) .
These two functions are orthonormalized as
6 5
nn'kk
ans(r ? j )an-S(r?j')d^ = {nn-5jj-
APPENDIX A 
PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTION Ay(s)
The function A (s) is defined by M
[s]
Ay(s) = E (s-n)14 , s >_ 0 ,
where [s] is the maximum integer not exceeding the value 
of s. This function is also written as
[s]
A (s) = Z (<s>+n) , s _> 0 ,
y 0
where
<s> = s-[s] .
The simple properties of [s] and <s> are listed below.
(i) [—s] = - [s] - 1, <-s> = 1 - <s> ,
(ii) [s+N] = [s] + N , <s+N> = <s> ,
(iii) [s1+s23 = [s1]+[s2] <s1+s 2> = <s1>+<s2>
+ r<s1 >+<s2>] / ~ [<s1 >+<s2>],
(iv) [<s>] = 0 , <[s]> = 0 ,
(v) [e] = 0, [—e] = -1, <e> = e, <-e> = -e+1 /




From its definitions, we can derive the following properties 
of the function A (s).
r
A (s+1) = A (s)+(s+l)y (A.l)r H
A^(s) is continuous if y>0 and has cusps at integer values 
s=N for 0<y<l. Furthermore
h  V s> = » V i (s) (A-2)
for all s if l<y and for s(^N) if 0<y<l . Also
A^(s) = sy , if 0 <_ s < 1 , (A. 3)
A (G) = 0 , if y > 0 ,
and for y < 0 ,
lim A (N+e) = » ,
e-vO y
lim A (N-e) = 1 + 2y + 3y + . .. + Ny . (A.4)
e+0 y
Fig. 17 shows the functions A^(s) for y = - y, 1, and
3tj- . We also observe
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A-1/2(s) “ 172 (s-1)172
1 7^ I 7 I 7 7  + T ^ T 7 J +  • "
]
- [ YT1. + 1/2 + *** 1(s+1)^ (s+2)x/z
= lim I {(<s>+n)~1/2 - (s+l+n)_1/2}
N-̂ ° 0
= lim {I (<s>+n)"1/2-2N1/2} - lim U  (s+l+n)"1/2 
N-»-oj 0 N-*-00 0
-2N1>/2}
= <s>) - C(y,s+1) ,
where
N _.. V f l ~ ^  0-5




Historically Onsager's flux quantization was derived
semiclassically using the Sommerfeld quantization rule of
34old quantum theory. Although there exists a quantum 
35mechanical derivation of the flux quantization this does 
not take account of the persistent interaction of spin with 
the external magnetic field even if an electron is at rest. 
Here we make a logical derivation with inclusion of spin 
using Dirac theory.
We first realize that the notion of "electron orbit" 
has its meaning only in the classical domain. Therefore 
we can naturally employ the classical result. The rota­
tional energy Erot in classical physics is related to the
? cla 2radius of its orbit by R'- = 2Erot/mo)c , where = eB/mc 
is the cyclotron frequency. In quantum mechanics this may 
be written as
, 2EQf\
<R > = - P S .  .
mioc
Quantum mechanically, one can still talk about the radius
R of the equilibrium circle around which a quadratic
fluctuation is superimposed due to the uncertainty in
X 7 QMthe location of the center of the orbit. However, E L ,lUu




Erot = <x [Enc'0) " '
where
E (k ) = (m2c4+ c ¥ k 2+e2( n 4 ) + L 2)1/2 - me2 no  ̂ z z z
as in Eq. (3.1). Finally we arrive at the area quantiza­
tion
An — <irR > - • n - 0,1,2,... .
Therefore the flux passing through the orbit is quantized
due to A_ as n
he , .1.$ = —  (n+̂ -) ,
the famous Onsager's flux quantization.
APPENDIX C
SURFACE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A BLOCH ELECTRON 
GAS IN OPPOSING ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS AT T = 0°K
In recent years considerable attention has been paid 
to the properties of electrons in opposing electric and 
magnetic fields in conjunction with Shubnikov-de Haas 
oscillations^ in the two-dimensional electron gas of semi­
conductor surface inversion layers.^ ^  Here we focus 
on the Bloch electrons in the conduction band which can be 
written as an ellipsoidal constant energy surface
y2 k2 k2 k2
E(k) = 8- (-£ + -£ + -£)« M in̂
near the minimum point K = 0. Furthermore, the total 
number of electrons N is fixed regardless of their origin. 
The field configurations are B = (0,0,B), e = (0,0,-e), 
and A = (0,Bx,0), where -® < x,y < +®, -« < z < 0. As 
the boundary condition on the potential we take V(x,y,0) =
® .
We first notice that the wave function (r) is expande 
in terms of the orthonormalized Wannier functions in the 
narrow band approximation as
Mr) = 2 F(R.)a(r-R.)j ~J - -J
with 71
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I l*l2av = g E|FCRj)I2 - 1 . 
V j "
Here the summation is carried over N unit cells in the 
crystal volume V. Then it can be shown that F(r) satisfies 
the Schrodinger-like equation
3
{E (i)A -r|- - | A ) 2 - eez} F(r) = EF(r) .^ 2mr 3xr c r
Setting F(r) = F(x,y)F(z) and E = E + E we immediatelyxy z
obtain
1/2 -|a2(x+x )2 ik y
F(x,y) = ( T72 ■”----)1/2 H [a(x+x )1 e 2 e y
ir 2 n ̂ L 2 n °
with
|||F(x,y)|2dxdy = 1 ,
where
2 . ... ,1/2 _ eB _
“ = d V c / H )  . “c - HTc ' o — ~Sb ’c
and
mc = tmlm2)1/2
The energy eigenvalue is given by
E = (n + ijHw- » n ~ 0,1,2,... xy » c
We also find
F"(z) + aZF(z) + bF(z) = 0 ,
where
2m,ee 2m,E
a = — 5—  and b = — ~—  .
r  n
41This has a solution in terms of Airy function
Fs (z) = CsAi [-(a1/3z+b5a“2/3)] = CgA.. [-(a17 Jz+Zg ) ]/
where the boundary condition Fo(0) - 0 has been employed
iJ
in the last expression and C is the normalization constant.b
Here the values of z are obtained from A. {—z._) = 0 ands i s
equal42
_ _  r r3ir (4s-l),
Zs " f [---8---- ] '
where
X3 . 1.4 6 . 1.4.7 ..9f tx) = 1 + jj- + ~  x + - f f -  x +
Hence the eigenvalue Ez is found to be
Furthermore it is easily observed that the absolute 
value of the wave function |F<,(z) j has peaks at z = z_® S / 2T
-1/3-a ' (z -z1), where -z1 are the zeroes of A!(z); s r r i
i.e., A| (-ẑ .) = 0 and 
= r ,3 !Lilr-3I izr g 1 8
with
g(x) = X + X^ + X^ + . . . .
Table 1 lists the values of zs and z' up to s = 10,s
Finally we arrive at
2 2/3
En (s,0) = (n+|)Ku0 + 2m'3' ~~ 2s + a"oB
with the degeneracy
-  eBLlL2 gE he '
and
Pn,ky,s(f> “ Pn,ky (x'y!Ps (z>
Comparing these energy eigenvalues and states with those 






Fn k k (r) = Fn k tx'y) “F =  e 
' y z ' y
we immediately realize that the translational degree of
freedom along the B field is lost and surface bound states
are formed by the external e field. Through the expressions
for energy eigenvalues and eigenstates we readily see the
reason for the reduction in the degeneracy of the present
energy level by one-half.
Here it is not possible to define any simple density
of states D(E) as in a system with the B field alone owing
to the nature of totally bound states. Hence we confine
2 2/3ourselves to the case of << Y- a /2m^ or B <<
2/3 1/3m ce ' /(2m-.eft) . We now assume that only the lowest C <3
electric sub-level s = 1 is occupied. Fig. 18 shows
-5F^(z) for the electric field strength e = 3 Volt/10 cm.
We obtain
N(E> “ 9e{[̂ “ <E'Az1 - I X“c)1+1} = Se 1iW 1J.
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TABLE 1














E 1 Az^ 
"max ~ ~ 2 ~ K"c'
a * V /3
2m3
Defining a new dimensionless variable s by 
E AZ1
s = j c r -  jnr; -
we write that
N(E) = gE{[s]+l} and D{E) = §§ = 3 M .
Next we observe that
ep [sF-l-A2l/XBc
Nf = f D(E-v0B)dE = gE|
-a2 + tJc>B+Az1
Azl
= 9E tsF_1 ‘ fcrl '
fer f [sp" ^
N+ = DCE+poB)dE = gE d[s]
0
- r  ^ o B+Azi
Az]




where sp = Consequently we arrive at
N - N+ + N+ - gE{2[sp - r ^] ~ 1}
c
or




As is evident, the Fermi energy cF = sF is not well 
defined in our system. However, this is quite natural 
since the quantum states are effectively bound states. 
This situation is similar to trying to find eF for the 
orbital electrons in a hydrogen-like atom. Nevertheless, 
this fact does not affect any of the thermodynamic 
properties of the electron gas as we see below.
The spin magnetization and susceptibility M and xcS o




Xs "  3B 4irmc
(C. 3)
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To obtain the total energy Efc we first calculate
E t =
F










ED(E+yQB)dE = K<»c gE
— u B+Az, o 1
[St. -
Az^




These are found to be
+ AZ;LgE {[sF - - 1}
c
Az A z ̂





E + ~ 2 gE ^ SF ” ^ Sf " +
Az^
+ A z ^ I s p  - jjjj—3
Consequently the total energy becomes
Az.,
Et " E++E'l' " 2Azi9E tsF " “ AzlgEc
Az Az
+ tt“cgE isF - +{[sF - - i>c r'
Now using Eq. (C.l) this simplifies to
irjrf2n e2B2L. L9
E. = (Az,+#u> + — -) N  . (C.4)1 c 2m 8 c2
c
This in turn gives
23E e BL, L0 j/.,_ t _ 1 2  eJIN (n
t " 9B~ - . 2 5T? ' lC-5)4irm_c cc
9Mt e2LiL2
xt = ^  - — M  -4irm c c
e2LlL2 ,1 1
xorb xt xs 4TJC2 mc m
(C.6)
(~- " ") > (C.7)
where
=  e2LlL2
X® 4 i t  me 2
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The expressions Eqs. (C.2) - (C.7) clearly indicate surface 
and volume contributions. Furthermore, the magnetic 
susceptibilities contain pure surface contributions since 
the electrons form bound states only near the surface and 
show no singularities even at T -• 0°K. This last property 
is due to the nature of bound states and non-existence 
of the free particle-like behavior. Notice that the total 
susceptibility x̂. in Eq. (C.6) may be used to determine 
the cyclotron mass m experimentally.
APPENDIX D
A WHITE DWARF WITHOUT AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD1"
1. Equilibrium Equation
The idealized model for cold dense stars like white 
dwarfs consists of a gas of N noninteracting electrons in 
their ground state moving in a background of N/Z motionless 
nuclei with Z protons which provide the gravitational 
attraction to hold the entire system together against the 
tremendous pressure created by the itinerant electrons. In 
other words, the system under study is essentially an 
inhomogeneous electron gas of spherical density distribution 
under an external gravitational field produced by the back­
ground nuclei. The system is further taken to be
nonrotating. This problem was advanced as long ago as 4 0
43years by Chandrasekhar and parameterized in terms of the 
central density pQ . However, in our present discussion, we 
use the parameter R, the radius of the star, instead of p , 
through which we are able to obtain the exact total binding 
and self-gravitaticna.l energy. The advantage of using R 
over using pQ , beyond the resulting simplicity, will be 
demonstrated throughout the formalisms.
The total kinetic energy of the Dirac electron gas 
will be




List of Symbols Used
Symbols Meaning
£p Fermi energy of an electron gas
m mass of an electron
n number density of an electron gas
u ,0 1/3#(3tt )a me
1/3. r ( n 2 n l A x  Xp an ' (=[ (^) - 1] )
G universal gravitational constant
3 2 , /0
A (2-2?,) V 2
4 TrGinom m
rn -r,— -r m - -77-, m : mass of the nucleuso ki Z n
M total mass of the system (=Nm0)
§(x) ( ^ ) 3rs(x) -  | x i
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E = 2 I t(m2c4 + P2c2)1/2 - me2]
(D.1)
m4c5V , „ 2W 1  . 2,1/2 . .-1 8 3,
=  2— 3 txp 2xF} ( XF' ” S XF “ 2fXF8tt Jtf
the same as Eq. (3.30). Accordingly the pressure and
chemical potential read 
2
P = 5^j[xp (2x2 - 3) (1 + x2)1/2 + 3sinh_1xF] (D.2)
y = = me2 [ (1 + x2)ly/2 - 1]. (D.3)
Then one immediately writes the following.
GMm
y + mQ(j)  ---(D. 4)
V2<J> = 4irGp . (D.3)
Here p = nmQ is the density of the system. Combining
Eqs. (D.4) and (D.5) we obtain
1 d , 2dy, „ _ 2—*• ■=— (r ~ )  = -47rGm n.2 dr dr (D.6)
This is again combined with Eq. (D.3) to yield
.2  ̂ , 4TTGm2
H + t + — A u  + a >  - n 3/2 = o,, 2  r dr 3 1 v 2dr a me
y (R) = y' (0) = 0.
Now we define new dxmensionless variables x = =■ andJK.




2 22 d S ,-.2 R 2* 3/2 n R o %x — 7? = - (S - — x ) ' , S (0) =0,S (1) =— , 0£x<l. (D.8a)
dx K* A
This is the desired exact equation of equilibrium for a 
cold dense star of radius R for our subsequent discussions. 
Equation (D.8a) is at least a simplified version of the 
famous Chandrasekhar equation of equilibrium which reads
+ n 5n = ~{̂  " ?2) V 2 ' ‘MOXL,#' (0)=0,0£n«»,
where <j> = [l.-+— X-JL 75-̂ - ] 7 , = [1 + a2n2/3 (0) ]1/2, and
1 + a n / J (0) °
3Tn = t — m  our notation. We also notice that o A
1 AS 2 3^2
n(x) = "T1 (tx} " 1] (D*9a)
or equivalently
3 2_/ x AJ d Sn(x) j -j - 2.
a R x dx
d2S . •Therefore we see that ----- £ 0 and the function S (x) is a
dx
monotonically decreasing function of x, where the equality 
in the above relation holds on the surface only. The 
ratio between the central density and the average one reads
S 2 R2 3/2
fa  =  a-------- f (D-10)
P 3[| - S(l)]
where Eq. (D.20) has been utilized. Next we investigate 
two limiting cases.
Case [1] Xp, >> 1: Ultrarelativistic gas
Writing Eq. (D.9a) as
1 AS 3 Rx 2
n(x> = J3 (IS> [1 - <ff> )
a (D.9b)
_  1 ,AS.3n 3 .Rx. 2 3 ,Rx̂  4 .
3 Rx U  " 2 'AS* 8 AS " Ja
Rxthen this limit corresponds to ^  << 1. Consequently 
Eq. (D.8a) can be expanded as
x2 A  . _s3(1 . (Rx, 2,-3/2
dx
■ -s3[1 - f (H > 2 + -••••’• <D-8b)
Taking the first term in the expansion we obtain
d2s
x2 — ^  = - s l ,  S_(0) = S_(l) = 0, 0 £ x < 1, (D.11)dx2 R R R
in which lim S(x) = S (x) . A calculation shows that
S_(i) = --2.0182 and lim —  = 6.897. The density in this
R x+0 X
1 ^^R 3limit becomes n(x) = — — ) . Alternatively one can obtainj KX
a 2 1/3Eq. (D.11) by noticing y = me an ' in this limit and
2 ASRy = me —r—  in Eq. (D.6). It is also interesting to realize KX
that the function S is the one which minimizes theK
following variational functional IR [f] with the same 
boundary conditions:
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Case [2] x„ << 1: Nonrelativistic gasr
We define a new function S(x) by
S (x) = |[x + 2 ( ^ ) 4S(x)] 
and we write Eq. (D.9a) as
n(x) = 4, *.,«(!) 3/2 tl + <i-)4 |]V2
“ (D.9c)
- 4 < 2 % > 6(I>3/2[1 + 1 4 > 4 § +a
p, 4 sThen this limit corresponds to — << 1 and thereforeX
Eq. (D.8a) is to be expanded as
xl/2 d f | = _i3/2[1 + (A,4 |j3/2
dx (D.8c)
"  - i V 2 [ 1  + l < 4 )4 I +  l (̂ ) 8 ( l > 2
S (0) = S(l) = 0.
Again taking the first term we obtain 
d2S
x1/2 --  = -S2/2, SN (0) = S (1) = 0, O^x^l, (D.13)
dx
in which lim S(x) = S (x) and therefore lim S(x) =XF<<1 v <;L
= [x + 2 (■— ) 4Sn] . A calculation shows that SN (1) - -132.4 
and lim —  = 17 8.2. Alternatively one obtains Eq. (D.1.3)Y-> 0 X 1 2  2 ?/3by observing y = -̂ mc a n w/ and using the transformation
2 p. 4y - 2mc (^) “ • in Eq. (D.6). The density in this limit
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gbecomes n(x) = — The corresponding
functional to S.. will beN
IN [f] = /Jt|x"1/2f5/2 - f2]dx, f(0) = f (1) = 0. (D.14)
It should be emphasized that the three Eqs. (D.8a)#
(D.8b), and (D.8c) are equivalent but written in different
forms for different purposes. The expansions shown in
Eqs. (D.8b) and (D.8c) intuitively suggest the iterative
approximations converging to the exact solutions S(x) and
S(x) respectively. These are discussed in section 3. The
equivalent equations to our Eq. (D.ll) and (D.13) also
44appear in the dxscussxons by Landau and Lxfshxtz.
However, their formulations neither lead to the exact 
Eq. (D.8a) nor its subsequent expansions for the two 
limiting cases. We also note that Eq. (D.ll) is directly 
obtained from Eq. (D.8a) by taking the limit R -*■ 0. There- 
fore, S is the exact solution for a star of R = 0 andX\
p = where the use of the Newtonian theory of gravitation
is totally unjustified. For this reason this .limit should
not be taken too seriously as fc.r as the use of the general
theory of relativity is avoided. In the limit R -> 0 the
mass becomes M , the critical mass above which the system o J
is expected to undergo the so-called gravitational
Next we obtain a new equilibrium condition. The 




Eg = jfpcpdV = - j/yndV - | (D. 15)
or alternatively
E = -3/PdV. (D.16)y
Combining these two equations and using Eqs. (D.2) and (D.3) 
we arrive at
/q [2x^ (1+x2) 1//2+4Xp-9xp (1+x^) 1//2+9sinh-1xF] r2dr
a3GM2 (D.17)
2T r m c  R
Expressing xp in terms of S(x) and using Eq. (D.8a) it is 
not hard to show that
/J{2A3S2 - 9R3xS[(|-)2 - 1]1/2 - 3R3— — ■i--~-x-S T-79}dxU  K X  p 1 / 2
- II
= 4A2S(1) [AS(1) - 2R] , (D.17) '
* cl Swhere S = -r— . This is an another equation which S(x) ux
satisfies besides its non-linear differential equation
(D.8a). In the limit as R->-0 and S-*-S we immediately deriveK.
the formula
/Js2dx = 2 [Sr (1)]2, (D.18)
which will be used later. To derive a similar formula for 
the function SN (x) we transform S into S in Eq. (D.17)'.
One easily obtains after some calculations that
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/J[SN]2dx = |[SN (1)]2 (D.19)
or equivalently
lim /J[S]2dx = g f ^ f ) 6 [SN (1)]2 + 4  (D.20)
Xp< <1 A
which will be used in later discussions of a limiting case.
We can also obtain the criteria for the validity of these
SR gNtwo limiting cases. Since lim —  = 6.897 and lim —
x+0 x x+0 X
= 178.2 it is trivial to show that x„ >> 1 for R << 6.897AF
A 1/4and Xp << 1 for R >> ^-(178.2) ' . However, within the
star, xF >> 1 belongs to the region near the center and the 
Xp << 1 limit corresponds to the region near the surface. 
Next we derive the mass-radius relation M[R] in terms of 
S (x) .
Integrating Eq. (D.5) from 0 to R, we obtain
GM 1 ,,D, mc2a2 ,. . 2 2/3._1/2 dn2/3, ." ~2 = FT1' <R> = T E — [1 + “ n > -d?— 1 . (D. 21a)R o o r=R
This is equal to
2
M[RJ = - AS (1) ] . (D . 22)IU oO
Some of the values of S(l) are tabulated in Table 3 for 
different radii R.
Finally we check our formula by taking the two limits
2
lim MIR] = - ~  s (1) (D. 23)
X^>>1 m o G Rr
and
2 4 S (1)
lim MIR] = - ---- ~ — , (D.24)
xF« l  mo 8G R3
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Table 3
Quantities of Interest for Eleven Different
Radius Parameters R
Here we set m = 2 mp.o * g
M :mass of the sun; R rradius of the sun; A=3.8542x10 cm © ©
M/M0 R/R S' (1 ) , • S (x) iim '
x+ 0  x
p (0 )=mQn (0 ) 
[g/cm3]
V 0)
0 . 2 2 0 . 0 2 0 0 +3.2993 4.0330 2.454xl05 0.4995
0.40 0.0155 +2.2348 3.6099 1.072xl06 0.8166
0.50 0.0138 +1.7885 3.5154 1.950xl06 0.9966
0.61 0.0123 +1.3631 3.5109 3.631xl06 1.2261
0.74 0 . 0 1 1 0 +0.9457 3.6293 7.080xl06 1.5318
0 . 8 8 0.0093 +0.4483 3.7694 1.585xl0? 2.0041
1.08 0.0071 +0.2381 4.0233 5.250xl07 2.9871
1 . 2 2 0.0055 -0.7217 4.4178 1.620xl08 4.3489
1.33 0.0039 -1.1641 4.9647 6.760X108 7.0011
1.38 0.0030 -1.4042 5.7032 2.400xl09 10.6736
1.44 0 . 0 0 0 0 -2.0182 00 CO
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which are the well-known relations in these limits. The 
three curves (D.22) to (D.24) are shown in Fig. 19. The 
M[R] of x^ >> 1 limit does not contain R in it; however,r
this should be so due to the fact that this limit corres­
ponds to R = 0 star. Therefore Eq. (D.23) is the critical 
mass of our system within the Newtonian theory of 
gravitation. For white dwarfs with mQ = 2mp, where mp is
the mass of a proton, this gives MQ = 1.43 8 M@ . The Mq for 
*neutron stars becomes 5.75 4 M which is much larger than
the more accurate result 0.76 M@ based on the general theory
51of relativity calculated by Oppenheimer and Volkoff.
Next we employ Eq. (D.21a) to obtain better approximations 
than given by Eqs. (D.23) and (D.24).
Case [1] Xp >> 1
Equation (D.21a) is expanded as
GM mc2 a r -1/3,n 1 -2 -2/3, ,dn2/3, #T% o = — fn (1 “ o0- n J • (D. 21b)R o  ̂ ar r=R
Notice that taking just the first term leads to Eq. (D.23).
Case [2] x_ << 1r
Equation (D.21a) is to be expanded in this limit as
2 ^ 2 1 2 ° /3 dn2 ^ 2-[(1 - k n t/J+...)^-— ] . (D. 21c)D 2 2m 2 drR o r=R
This follows upon replacements of the electronic
parameters with the neutron's, namely n:neutron density and
m,m :neutron mass, o
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Again the first term leads to Eq. (D.24). The next 
approximations in two regions other than the two extreme 
limits (D.23) and (D.24) are obtained in section 3.
2. Exact Self-Gravitational and Binding Energies
2GMWriting Eq. (D.15) as E^ = - y —5— , we obtainy y -K
y„[R] = i + ^ ( i ) 2 2l^[A/hs(x) ]2dx - RS(1) ] . (D. 25)
9 2 M2 mo 2G 0
This is expressed solely in terms of R when Eq. (D.22) is
substituted into it. Next we obtain the thermal kinetic
GM^energy of the electron gas, E ^  = ~Yth"R~* Since
REt^ = JQ (yn - P)dV one easily obtains upon using Eqs. (D.15, 
16)
Yth[R] = 1 ■ §Yg [R]* (D.26)
2GMFinally we arrive at EtQt = Eg + Efch = “Ytot~p-f where
. W R) “ V Rl + W R1 = 1 - K tR1- (D-27)
This gives the total binding energy of a cold dense star of 
radius R.
Next we recall the well-known and important formulas
for the polytrope leading to the Lane-Emden equation of
47 n n+^index n. If y pn or equivalently P “ ~ —  then
3n 1 _ 3n-l
Yg 5n-l' Yth ” 5n-l' an Ytot 5n-l *
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Noticing that the ultrarelativistic region corresponds to
n = ~, whereas the nonrelativistic case corresponds to 
2n = -j, it is trivial to prove the following two limiting 
values of our exact formulas (D.25,26,27) using the previous 
Eqs. (D.18) and (D.20).
lim Y [R] = Ya [0] = f; lim Y„[R] = %
xp>>l g g xp<<l g
3 3lim Y.y_[R] = ~ lim Y^tR] = - =■
^ > > 1  tn 2 xp<<l tn '
Ytot[Rl = 0; ' W [R! = ?-xp»l Xp«l
where Eqs. (D.23) and (D.24) have been used in the 
corresponding limits. The qualitative behaviors of Yg^Yt^ 
and Ytot as functions of R are shown in Fig. 20.
Finally we calculate XR [SR] and IN [SN ], the minimum 
values of IR and IN respectively. We obtain
. IR^SR‘* = ^0 (̂ 2 SR ” ^R^dX = ■ Î R (1)] 
using Eqs. (D.ll) and (D.18). Similarly,
V V  = /J(K 1/2iN/Z - ®5)dx “ - T[̂N<in2'
where Eqs. (D.13) and (D.19) have been utilized.
A recent analysis of this system on the basis of the
general theory of relativity, including the rotation of the
48star, was given by Van Riper; however, it should be
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noticed that this is only for a polytrope of the fixed
index n. This is analogous to the formulations by Landau 
44*and Lifshitz using the Newtonian theory of gravitation.
3. Iterative Approximations to the Exact Solutions
S(x) and S(x)
Case [1] xp >> 1
Equation (D.8b) is rewritten as
22 d S „3 „ , .sn ,Rx>2n x —  = _s £ (-1) c y  ,
dx o n Ab
where ^ - l) ...(£ - n + l)
c -n n
(k)We now define SR by the differential equation
d^S ̂ k  ̂ k2 R r„ (k) , , 1Nn , Rx , 2n /T,
x 1 ^ “  = ' [Sr 1 ^ (_1) c" (̂ ’ (D-28>
with S*k)(0) = 0 and sik)(1) = Here S*0) e  Sd andK K A K K
S^^ (1) = 0. Next we replace S^k  ̂ in the right-hand side K K
(k-1 )of Eq. (D.28) by S' and obtain the approximate
(k)differential equation for S'K.
,2Q (k) ,2_(k-l)
R R , TT (k-1 ) , N 2—  = ---- 2--- R ^  ' (D. 29)dx dx
u T,(k) / . , ..k ,R. 2(k+l) 2krc(k).l-2kwhere WR (x) = (-1) ck+1(--) x [SR ]
Integrating Eq. (D.29) from 0 to x we finally arrive at
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sf>(x) - s f - 1^ )  + J* / ^ w f - ^ a x - d x '
- x/J /^'w^k”1)dx"dx'. (D.30)
The last term insures we have the correct boundary condition 
at x = 1. This scheme starts from the function S (x) and
IV
then the next function should read
IV
= S + — (— ) ̂  fX fX S dx"dx' - — )2xf^fX S dx"dx'R R 2 A •'0 •'0 R 2 lA •'O-'O R *
Since R << A in this primary stage, the corrections to the
function S (x) are seen to be small enough to continue our
IV
iteration as R becomes larger. In this way one can improve 
the accuracy for a star (R ^ 0) in the ultrarelativistic 
region. Notice that we started from a star with R = 0 and 
the radius R appears naturally as we go on with the 
iteration. The employment of the exact equation of equi­
librium (D.8a) is good for only one radius R. Accordingly 
we define n ^  (x) and [r ] by
(k) 1 ASRk) 2 3/2n (x) = (~R§— ) " U  <D -31>
and
M (k)[R] = 2£i[R - AS^k) (1)] , (D.32)
o
where
S<k> = S^k_1) + /XW (k"1)dx" - /J/q *W(k_1) dx"dx'.
RIt is ovbious that this iteration is valid for j- << 1. An 
exactly similar analysis applies to the case of << 1 
below.
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Case [2] x„ << 1 r
Writing Eq. (D.8c) as
XV 2  fl!|. .§3/2 “ c (A) 4n {|j n
dx2 0 n 2R X
~ (]̂\we define the function SN by the differential equation
d2s (k) k s (k)1/2 Q bN _ f~(k) 3 / 2 ^  A,4n ,bN .n
X dx2 " N J n 2R '
~(k) ~ (k) (D.33)
SN (0) = SN (1) = 0
with = SN . In the same way as in case [1] we obtain
~ (k)the approximate equation for
d2s<k) d2^ " 1*
 = ---~2 W^k 1] (x) , (D. 34)
dx dx w
5where _ ,, . k+£
f q  I  ^  w (k) = c ( A ) 4 (k+1) N J WN k+1 2R , 3xk+7
This gives the solution as
§Nk> = §Nk”1!-/o/o'WHk”1,dx"dx'+x̂ Ô O,WNk"1)dx"ax'-
(D.35)
This scheme again starts from the function SN (x) and the
/ V  ( )next function SN (x) should read
o5/2
~41 ) = §N - §(2k)4OS' JL- -  dx"d*'
(x") 7
S5/2
+ l/JLjxf1 fx  33 dx"dx'2 2R J oJ 0 , 3/2 *ix )
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In this way we can construct the approximation to the
exact function S(x) starting from §N (x) which is free from
the parameter R. Consequently the approximate solution to
(k)Eq. (D.8a) in this limit, , becomes
g (k) _ R, + 2 i
N A 1 N J'
(k)which stands on the same footing as S' does in theX\
x_ >> 1 limit. The density and the total mass in this F
iteration are given by the formulas (D.31) and (D.32) with
(k) (k)replaced by of this limit, where
S (k) _ lin + 2 ( ̂  ) 4£ ]N A 1 l2R; N J ’
It is again obvious that this iteration is valid as long as
35 «
As we have seen in both cases, the unique feature of 
the present iterations is the fact that they both start 
from functions free of the parameter R and then introduce 
it as the iterations proceed.
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It has been well established that a path of light ray
1 2deflects towards stronger gravitational fields. ' However, 
nothing is known in general relativity about the path of 
sound waves in the gravitational field. The acoustic wave 
is as good a signal as a light ray in case of material 
media. Here we investigate the path of a sound wave in the 
general theory of relativity (GTR).
As a counterpart of geometrical optics there is
3geometrical acoustics. However we have to realize that 
unlike the case of a light wave the sound wave requires a 
material medium of density p(r). We note that for 
nonuniform speed of sound v(r) Newtonian mechanics, or the 
special theory of relativity (STR), predicts the deflection 
of a sound path resulting from the famous Fermat principle 
regardless of the existence of a gravitational field in the 
medium.
In GTR the path is deflected due to the nature of 
curved space even for a medium of uniform v(r); i.e., the
4sound wave follows the geodesic of Rieinannian space. This 
geodesic is of course different from that of Euclidean 
space. We first consider this special case of uniform speed 
of sound, v(r) = constant, throughout the medium.
The sound path for this case in STR describes a straight
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line, the geodesic in Euclidean space. The path should, be 
a geodesic in Riemannian space in GTR when the gravitational 
field is turned on. The path satisfies
dfxi + t1 ) d £  dx^ = as2 = dxidxk (11)
ds [j k) ds ds lk
i,j,k = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3.
Notice that s is a good parameter for a sound wave since
2v(r) < c and ds ^ 0. This Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to the
variational integral
6 /ds = 0 or 6 /gikx1 xkdx = 0 , x1 = . (1 .2 )
Alternatively we can derive Eq. (1.1) directly from the 
wavevector k1. Since dk1 = 0 in STR we obtain Dk1 = 0 in 
GTR.^ Introducing the parameter X such that k^ = 
equation Dk'1' = 0 yields
l
+ ij 1  k3ki = °' U ' 3 >
The parameter X is proportional to the length parameter of 
the trajectory. Eqs. (1.1,2,3) are equivalent and describe 
the path of a sound wave in the medium of uniform speed of 
sound.
In general situations, where the speed v(r) is not 
uniform, we should employ the Fermat principle which we now 
derive. Here we assume the medium produces a constant 
gravitational field which is static or stationary field at 
worst. Defining the contra-vector k 1 " ’ where
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| k | == — , we recall the Fermat principle"^ in STR which reads
6 /kadxa = 0, a = 1,2,3. (1.4)
The time component of the covector kQ becomes
w g, o , o , a ,, o , oa, cuk = —  = g . k  = g k + g k ~ g (k +  k )o v 3oi roo oa 3oo ĝoo
t1 ® 1= g (k - g k ) ,5oo
go ctwhere g = - --- and co is some characteristic angularg o ^3oo
frequency invariant along the path. Now k1k^ = 0 becomes
/1 ° , a> 2 . a, $ ~ 1 ,wo< 2 , a. 3 ng (k -- g k ) - y Dk k = 0 or ---(— ) - y Qk k = 0 ,3oo 1 aR g v aR '^oo
where y = - (g - . This yields fca „ S
00
2 Bwhere d£ = dx is the spatial line element, so that
, , i , o , , 8 Wo ,^a3 dx^ , . ...k = g .k = g k + g „ k  = - — (-- —  -3-7,—  + q ) . (1.5)a ^ai yao ^aR v /--- dt
^oo
Combining Eq. (1.4) with Eq. (1.5) yields
+ g dx“) = 0 . (1 .6 )
In the static field case (g = 0) this reduces toa
5J— —  = 0 . (1.7)
v/ĝoo
Solving Eqs. (1.6) or (1.7) will provide the path equation 
in the stationary or static fields. Notice that Eqs. (1.6) 
and (1.7) are quite general so that one can use them for 
both an internal sound wave or an external light ray with v
g
replaced by c in the latter case.
CHAPTER II 
THE PATH EQUATION
We now focus on the sound path for the spherically
symmetric isotropic fluid. Then
, 2 v (r) 2 , 2  Mr), 2 2 ,,2 2 . 2ai 2ds = e c dt - e dr - r d6 - r s m  6d(p ,




2 2 r s m  0
for this static field. Equation (1.7) becomes
5 f — i  /y pxax^ dq = 0,MBoo
a* cx clxwhere x = and q is an arbitrary non-vanishing parameter.
Therefore we arrive at Euler-Lagrange differential equations








“ ili2 H"1 + 2r»2 + 2rsin204,2)
+ Or^(J)^sin20 + 2rre^+ 200r^ + 2r^sin^0$(j).
(2.2)
(i) r-Equation





s2 a ,-2de\ • A 1 d£2£ (re +r — ) -re -g—_____ dr 2 v 9. dq
/v^goo
•2 A d , 2 >r e (v g ) _______ dr roo ___
-,;2 2 ,1/2“ 2
C v 9oo> v goo
RHS = - Z 2 dr<! g°°I +o/2 >3/22 (v g )’oo
2:2 > 1/2 2 (v £ g ) / ’oo
(2.3)
•2 de *2 2*2x (r jj-" + 2r0 + 2rsin 04) )
(ii) 0-Equation
2 • * 2 2 • •• • 2•• r 0 dP t* 0v d 22rr0 + r 0 - (J*-)------- -  §-(v g )*2 dq o„2_ dr ’oo2£
2 . *2= r sin0cos0<j) .
2v goo (2.4)
(iii) <P-Equation
2 . 2 *d r s m  ©4>
dtJ (v2i2g )1/2 ’oo
= 0 (2.5)
or, expanding this, we get
2** 2 2** 2 •• r^sin20d) ĉ £*2rsin 0^Y + r sin 04> + r sin200cj) - r ~
2 £
=  £-Sl^2.6J .i -4_(v2a )0 2 dr ^oo *2v g ’oo
(2.5*)
Now we set 0 = rr/2, 0 = 0 and consider the path in the 
x-y plane for simplicity. Then Eq. (2.2) becomes
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• 2 Arfj? • * 2 tip * 2  ). • •• 2***
dq~ = Y(Y dr~ + 2r  ̂ * + 2e yy + 2r ^  f (2 .6 )
• 2 A • 2 2*2since I = e- y + r $ . Now we notice that the r- and (p-
Equations become identical and we can choose to work with 
either of these two. We take Eq. (2.5) for convenience. 
Herewith we write 
2 r
 ^ ------ = c.
<v2g o o * V /2 11
d,37 • •where is some positive constant. Using y1 e = r/<p
this becomes 
2
r2 (“2X 2------ 1)e_A = (r')2- (2.7)C,v g 1 ^oo
The two constants, including in Eq. (2.7), are to 
be determined by the two initial conditions, namely, the 
starting point (r^,^) and the slope of the propagation 
direction at this point, S = (g£) • Now we notice, without
loss of generality, we can always choose cj), = 0. This
yields
s = = ri/trA ’ or <§1^ “ -r- <2-8)
Combining Eq. (2.8) with Eq. (2.7) yields
ci ■ ----- :------------------------ ' ri ^ °‘ (2'9)
v(rl)[9oo(rl)( ^ 2 —  + 1)
Finally, integration of Eq. (2.7) from r^ to r yields the 
desired path equation
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C,S r e v/gTT(j, = —i- / -------- ~ --dr# (2.10)
Is I r, J~2 ~ Z 2 ~ 21 1 1 r/r -C,v g1 oo
where is given by formula (2.9). Next we infer the
physical meaning of the constant as expressed in terms
of the polar coordinates of the closest point on the
cllTtrajectory to the center, (r ,6 ). Obviously (̂ r) = 0o o d<J> o
and so Eq. (2.7) gives 
r
C, = --- - ----- , v 5 v (r ) . (2.11)
1 V /g ( F T  o roo o
Furthermore, combining Eq. (2.9) with Eq. (2.11) we obtain 
the equation determining rQ uniquely:
v __ o
o ~ v^
(9 (r )j1 / 2  ^oo o ____
9 (ri ) X.r >  1
rl (2.12)
.  ,a/2( V- + i)'5
where v-̂  = v(r^), etc. 4> is found from the path Eq. (2.10) 
to be
r A/2C.S o e v(r)/g 
-4>o = T I F  /- ' °° dr- (2a3>
rl r/r -C?v2g1 ^oo
where and rQ are given by Eqs. (2.9) and (2.12).
To check the correctness of the foregoing equations we 
take the simplest system: uniform speed and no gravity.
These imply 9QO = = 1 and then Eq. (2.10) reads
r 1 C1V r- 
4) = -C.v / -----------   [cos —— ■] x.
rl
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Taking r^ = a and S = -1, where a is the radius of the
is a straight line of slope -1, as expected. From Eqs.
(2.12,13) we determine that r = a//2 and d> = 45°, as ' o o
should be the case.
Next we show that the path deflects towards the region 
of stronger gravitational field even in the medium of 
uniform speed of sound by the following simple argument. 
Rewriting Eq. (2.10) as
where h = g and X, = X(r,), we set v = v, = constant. Joo 1 1 '  1
= h^ = 1 , the path is the straight line starting from r^ 
with the initial slope S. However, in the presence of the
h/h^ - 1 in the above equation. Then we immediately 
conclude that > cp_ , which indicates the deflection(j 1 1\ blK
towards the stronger gravitational field in the spherical 
medium.
Now we calculate tiie path equation explicitly for a
9particular stellar model obtained by Tolman, namely 
Tolman's 4th interior solution. This is given by
star, this becomes cf> = 7t/4 -cos  ̂ where x = r/a, which
/2x
A / 2In the absence of the gravitational field, namely e = h
\ / 2gravitational field, namely e > 1 , we approximate
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.,̂ 2 2, 2* 2 ^2 J>!-2Cr2/a2dS = (D+Cr /a ) c d t ----------- -----~ x
(1-Cr /a ) (D+Cr /a )
, 2 2,a2 2 . 2 .  ,, 2 (2.14)x dr -r d9 -r s m  odcf> ,
where C = 1/2T, D = 1-1.5/T, T = a/r , r = is the9 9 c
gravitational radius and a is the radius of the star. The 
pressure P and density p are given by
2 _ 3 (1-x2)a xp =  p /
4T(T-l.d + x  ) (2.15)
2. 2 6-4.5/T+x2/2T x 2  (1-x2/2T)a X c  p = --------- y  ~T~o •
2T-3+2x (T-1.5+X )
4 2where X  = 8ttG/ c , x = r/a, and we see that P/c p < 1/3
everywhere as should be the case of any physical 
s u b s t a n c e . T h e  speed of sound for a fluid sphere 
given by
v(x) . / H  = c A l - J W § n i -1 .5/T+xVT) (2a6)
i P / 5-10/T+x /T+15/4T -x /2T
which is always less than c if a > r or T > 1. Theg
2pressure, density and the ratio P/c p are shown in Figs.
1-3. The speed of sound wave, in this stellar interior is 
also shown in Fig. 20.
In order to find the path of a sound wave, we take 




<Hx) = C1 /
c, =
0 , 5 t/t2 -v(t)2C 2 (DHCt2)
(2.17)
0.5
1 *iA D+0.5c +D+o.25c4(1-0.25c)
where V = V(x)/c and - V(0.5). Next, to see the effect 
due to the gravitational field only on this path, we 
consider the sound path for a wave of the same speed V(x) 
but in the absence of the gravitational field in the medium, 
namely gQo = e^ = 1, flat space. For this special case 
Eq. (2.10) reduces to
* (0> (x) = c < 0> J*  Vtel.a.t, _ _
0,5 t/"t2-c,(0) 2v 2 (t)
(2.18)
r<°> - 0 • 5
-  *
V1J5/A
These two paths are compared with each other for two
different masses but the same radius a, namely T = 2,4.
These are shown in Figs. 4,5. These clearly demonstrate
that the path of sound wave deflects towards the stronger
gravitational field in the medium and this effect becomes
greater for the star of larger density.
There arises a question whether the system remains in
thermodynamic equilibrium under the passage of the sound
wave with a speed comparable to the speed of light c.
5 /dPSince the formula v = J  g-- was derived under the assumption
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of a reversible adiabatic process during the propagation
of the sound wave, we may obtain a relation between the
relaxation time of the medium, x, and the radius a.
Although the adiabatic condition is satisfied for large
speeds, the reversibility condition imposes the restriction 
X ax << — << — , or vx << a, throughout the interior.
It should be emphasized that our derivation is quite 
general and not restricted to the interior starting point, 
but applies both to interior and exterior propagation. 
Therefore, for the light signal exterior to the star, we 
only have to replace v(r) by c and use proper metric tensor 
in all formulae.
Finally we study the effect of the polarization of the
medium on the sound path using the Finstein-Cartan theory
3_ 1 ] 2of gravitation. We use the relations proved by Suh,
namely, goJ  ̂  = gooJ ̂  and - g ^  the same set of
P(p),p(r), and a. EC and ES stand for Einstein-Cartan and
Einstein theory of gravitation respectively. Here we
consider two interiors of the same set of P(p),p(r), and a,
which give the same values of v(r), the speed of sound
wave.
Since rQ in Eq. (2.11) can always be set equal to r-̂ 
by some particular choice of S, the initial slope of the
rlpath at r, , C-, = ----------- has the same value for both
vl/9oo'rl>
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theories. Since the only different quantity in the path
X/2Eq. (2.10) is e / in the integrand, we conclude that 
<t>ES (r) > <J>Ec(r) by means of the above inequality. Physical­
ly this means that the path will deflect less in the 
polarized medium than in the medium without polarization.
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